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New York Times Bestseller • Edgar Award winner for Best Fact CrimeThe Day of the Locust
meets The Devil in the White City and Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil in this juicy,
untold Hollywood story: an addictive true tale of ambition, scandal, intrigue, murder, and the
creation of the modern film industry.By 1920, the movies had suddenly become America’s new
favorite pastime, and one of the nation’s largest industries. Never before had a medium
possessed such power to influence. Yet Hollywood’s glittering ascendency was threatened by a
string of headline-grabbing tragedies—including the murder of William Desmond Taylor, the
popular president of the Motion Picture Directors Association, a legendary crime that has
remained unsolved until now.In a fiendishly involving narrative, bestselling Hollywood chronicler
William J. Mann draws on a rich host of sources, including recently released FBI files, to unpack
the story of the enigmatic Taylor and the diverse cast that surrounded him—including three
beautiful, ambitious actresses; a grasping stage mother; a devoted valet; and a gang of two-bit
thugs, any of whom might have fired the fatal bullet. And overseeing this entire landscape of
intrigue was Adolph Zukor, the brilliant and ruthless founder of Paramount, locked in a struggle
for control of the industry and desperate to conceal the truth about the crime. Along the way,
Mann brings to life Los Angeles in the Roaring Twenties: a sparkling yet schizophrenic town filled
with party girls, drug dealers, religious zealots, newly-minted legends and starlets already past
their prime—a dangerous place where the powerful could still run afoul of the desperate.A true
story recreated with the suspense of a novel, Tinseltown is the work of a storyteller at the peak
of his powers—and the solution to a crime that has stumped detectives and historians for nearly
a century.
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PUBLISHERPREAMBLE TO INTRIGUEThis is the story of a murder, of a single soft-nosed
bullet that traveled upward through a man’s rib cage, piercing his lung and lodging in his neck,
after being fired by an unknown assailant ninety-two years ago on a cold Los Angeles night.This
is also the story of three beautiful, ambitious women, all of whom loved the victim and any of
whom might have been his killer, or the reason he was killed. It is also the story of one very
powerful man, who saw the future of a very profitable industry hanging in the balance and kept
the truth about the murder obscured and camouflaged for nearly a century.In many ways, this is
also the story of the American dream factory, which was just being born in 1920—a time when
the movies were still young and their power still taking people by surprise. It is the story of the
clash between old and new, between tradition and innovation, between those who would have
censored the movies and their facility to spread new ideas and those who were determined to
bring about a new world of freedom, technology, power, and illusion.I have not fictionalized these
events. All scenes described come from primary sources: letters, telegrams, police reports,
production records, FBI files, and contemporary news accounts. Nothing has been created for
the sake of enhancing the drama, and I do not venture unbidden into the minds of my subjects.
When I write “How terribly she missed him” or “Zukor seethed,” these descriptions are based on
interviews or memoirs by the subject in question, wherein such feelings, attitudes, or motivations
were disclosed or can be deduced. Anything within quotations comes from direct sources. Full
citations can be found in the notes.And in a nod to 1920s orthography, clue is herein spelled
clew.—WJM, New YorkPROLOGUEA COLD MORNING IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIAFEBRUARY 2, 19226:20 A.M.Headlights punctured the early-morning darkness of
the coastal highway between Los Angeles and Ventura. As the Pacific Ocean crashed against
the beach, a solitary motorcar sped up the highway in the northbound lane.Streaks of pink
lightened the sky as the vehicle emerged from the shadows—an expensive touring car, its
leather top folded down. Traveling at a dizzying speed—perhaps as fast as sixty miles an hour—
the car likely originated in Los Angeles, where such flashy automobiles were popular among the
movie people.By the time it reached Ventura, the roadster was thirsty for fuel. As the sun peeked
above the treetops of the coniferous forest surrounding the little town, the vehicle pulled off the
highway and into a filling station. Dozing inside his office, the attendant opened his eyes to spot
a shiny car idling beside the pumps. He was surprised to see that the driver was a woman, and a
beautiful one at that, wearing an evening dress and a fur coat. Her hair was in disarray from the
wind.“Give me all the gasoline and oil my car will take,” the woman told the attendant when he
hurried to her side. Her face was pale and drawn, and the attendant saw her biting at the
fingertips of her gloves. As he filled the car’s tank, he thought the woman seemed “anxious and
restless to be on her way.”Having paid with a bill, the driver screeched out of the station without
waiting for change. The attendant stared after her. The incident was unusual enough that he
made a mental note of all the details, just in case someone came asking.Someone would.Six
miles up the road, another motorist, this one heading south, spotted the speeding car. As the
two vehicles neared each other, the second driver became alarmed. The touring car was



heading directly at him, its driver seemingly oblivious to his presence. Finally, at the last possible
moment, the southbound driver veered off the road as the touring car zoomed past in a cloud of
dust.Not once did the woman at the wheel look back. She continued at breakneck speed, her
hair flying in the wind, toward her northern destination.That was, if she had any destination at
all.7:00 A.M.If he hadn’t hurried, Henry Peavey might have been late, and today of all days he
didn’t want to disappoint his employer. Peavey’s workday officially began at seven thirty, but he’d
gotten an early start this morning because he had an extra stop to make. Mr. Taylor, who
suffered from frequent heartburn, had asked his faithful valet to pick up a bottle of milk of
magnesia for him on his way to work. Peavey paid for such purchases out of his own money, and
Mr. Taylor always reimbursed him. No receipt was ever necessary. Mr. Taylor would simply ask
how much Peavey had “spent to keep him comfortable” and then gratefully hand over the
amount in cash.Such an arrangement would have made it easy to pull some fast ones on Mr.
Taylor, but his valet wasn’t likely to engage in such shenanigans. Until coming to work for Mr.
Taylor, Peavey had lived a rather hardscrabble life. As valet to William Desmond Taylor, one of
the leading film directors in Hollywood, Peavey had landed a very good gig. He wasn’t about to
jeopardize that—especially not after everything he and Mr. Taylor had been through these past
few days.Hurrying out of his $5-a-week lodging house on East Third Street, Peavey sashayed
down the block to the Owl Drug at the corner of Fifth and Los Angeles Streets. Henry Peavey, it
must be understood, never walked anywhere. He swished; he swayed; he swung his hips. At the
Owl Drug, he traipsed through the aisles of elixirs and syrups, his many scarves fluttering, his
hands in constant motion. At the counter he paid $1 for the blue magnesia bottle and a handful
of peppermints.Medium height, slightly overweight, Henry Peavey would turn forty years old in a
month’s time, but he looked younger. He possessed a certain je ne sais quoi, a love of life that
was entirely his own. He wore bold ties and colorful knickers with striped socks. If he was
sometimes the object of stares on the trolley or catcalls on the street, Peavey didn’t care. When
someone called him a name, he was apt to spin around, arms akimbo, and sass them right
back.The trolley ride to the fashionable Westlake district, where Mr. Taylor lived, took only a few
minutes. Clutching the bottle of milk of magnesia inside his coat, Peavey stepped off the running
board and braced himself against the chilly air. Temperatures had been in the low forties at five
o’clock that morning and hadn’t risen much in the last couple of hours. Peavey hurried past the
Mission Revival houses that lined Alvarado Street. No, he definitely did not want to be late to
work today. Not after all Mr. Taylor was doing for him.The valet’s troubles had begun several days
earlier, after leaving Mr. Taylor’s house at the usual time, an hour or so after sunset. As he
sometimes did when he was feeling a little frisky, Peavey had wandered down the block to
Westlake Park instead of hopping back on the trolley to Third Street. There, an undercover
policeman had appeared as if out of nowhere. The Los Angeles Police Department didn’t like
Negroes in the park, let alone Negro queens wearing loud clothes making passes at other men.
Cruising the parks was one of the very few options for gay men looking to meet each other,
especially gay men of limited means like Henry Peavey. But such fraternization was actively



discouraged by the LAPD, and so Peavey had been hauled down to the station, where he’d been
booked on charges of vagrancy.It was Mr. Taylor—dear, shining, sterling Mr. Taylor—who’d put
up bail, and who’d promised to appear in police court this afternoon on his valet’s behalf. Peavey
hoped that Judge Joseph Chambers might look a little more leniently on him with a man of Mr.
Taylor’s reputation standing beside him. After all, Mr. Taylor was one of the most important movie
men in America, the head of the Motion Picture Directors Association. His newest film—aptly
titled Morals—was playing in theaters all across the country. If Mr. Taylor requested it, the judge
might reduce the charges against Peavey. He might even dismiss them altogether.In his many
years of service, Peavey had “worked for a lot of men,” he’d say, “but Mr. Taylor was the most
wonderful of all of them.” Certainly he felt fortunate that a man like William Desmond Taylor was
standing up for him now, in Peavey’s time of need, and after only six months on the job. Some
bosses wouldn’t do half as much for employees who’d given them many years of loyal service.
But Mr. Taylor was a man among men, Peavey had come to believe.Shortly before seven thirty,
he arrived at Alvarado Court, the complex of eight semiclassical structures on the corner of
Maryland Street, where his employer lived. Each building was divided into two duplex
apartments, with pyramidal hipped roofs capping the white stucco facades. Boxwoods grew
outside each apartment, and in the center of the courtyard, behind a line of date palms, an
unfinished white-marble-columned pergola reflected the pink morning sun.Walking through the
courtyard, Peavey passed the homes of several other movie people. On his left was the
bungalow of Edna Purviance, frequently Charlie Chaplin’s leading lady, most recently in the
smash hit The Kid. Directly in front of him, at the end of the courtyard, resided Douglas
MacLean, a popular actor Mr. Taylor had directed in two films costarring Mary Pickford, the
biggest star in Hollywood. Less than a year ago, Peavey had arrived penniless on the train from
San Francisco. Now he stood on the edge of a very glamorous world.Reaching the last unit on
the left side of the courtyard, number 404B, Peavey hurried up the three shallow steps to the
door. As he did every morning, he retrieved the rolled newspaper from the stoop. The milkman
had left a bottle of milk, but for now Peavey let it be; he had his hands full with the paper and the
magnesia, and he needed to prop open the screen door with his shoulder as he fumbled for his
key.Suddenly it occurred to Peavey that something wasn’t quite right. As he slipped the key into
the lock, he noticed that all of the lights in the apartment were blazing. Was Mr. Taylor already
up? Had he been reading all night? Peavey knew this sometimes happened. As a busy director,
Mr. Taylor never had enough time to keep up with his reading. Not long before, he’d gestured
toward a pile of books and told Peavey in a weary voice, “I’ve got to read all these.” Such were
the demands placed on important men, Peavey understood.Putting aside his concerns, Peavey
pushed open the front door and prepared for his usual morning routine. He would draw Mr.
Taylor’s bath and give him a couple of spoonfuls of milk of magnesia, then fix his breakfast of two
soft-boiled eggs, toast, and a glass of orange juice while his employer was soaking. But as soon
as the valet got the door open and glanced inside the apartment, Peavey realized he’d been
right to feel uneasy.He saw Mr. Taylor’s feet.Peering farther into the room, Peavey saw his



employer lying on the floor, flat on his back, parallel to his writing desk. His feet were maybe a
yard from the door, and his arms were straight at his side. Mr. Taylor was fully dressed in jacket,
waistcoat, and tie; he was still wearing his shoes from the night before.“Mr. Taylor?” Peavey
asked.At the sound of his valet’s voice, Mr. Taylor did not stir. He seemed almost stonelike.“Mr.
Taylor?” Peavey asked again.That was when he noticed the blood under his employer’s
head.Henry Peavey screamed. The bottle of magnesia slipped from his hands and smashed on
the steps as he turned and ran.Peavey’s screams woke the neighbors. Up and down Alvarado
Court, lights went on and window shades snapped up. People looked down into the courtyard to
see Mr. Taylor’s valet running about like a madman, crying and waving his arms.Later, it would
be said that all of Los Angeles heard Peavey’s screams that morning—indeed, that his screams
reached across the country and beyond. For the murder of William Desmond Taylor and the hunt
for his killer would launch an odyssey of greed, ambition, envy, desire, betrayal, accusation,
heartbreak, intrigue, triumph, and revenge. And when it was finally over, Hollywood—and the
world it had already begun to shape so profoundly—would never be the same.But somewhere
many miles north, a beautiful woman in an expensive automobile heard nothing at all. She may
still have been driving like lightning even then, putting as many miles as possible between
herself and Los Angeles. Or she may finally have stopped, pulling over to the side of the road
and slumping over the wheel, running her fingers through her windswept hair and glancing up at
her bloodshot eyes in the rearview mirror.At some point she turned the car around and headed
back toward home.PART ONESUSPECTS, MOTIVES, AND CIRCUMSTANCESCHAPTER 1A
MAN CALLED CREEPYSIXTEEN MONTHS EARLIERLike a cat, the little man with the
unblinking eyes moved through the corridors of his company headquarters on New York’s Fifth
Avenue, fleet of foot and all ears. His employees, clustered around file cabinets or taking refuge
in stockrooms, didn’t hear him approach. They just turned around, midsentence, and there he
was, his beady black eyes fixed upon them. Standing just five feet four, their boss had a narrow
face, a sharp nose, and eyes one colleague would describe as “long like an Indian chief’s.” His
name was Adolph Zukor, and he was president of the world’s largest and most influential film
studio, Famous Players–Lasky.But his employees called him Creepy.On the morning of
Thursday, September 2, 1920, the forty-seven-year-old movie chief watched silently as his staff
scurried back to work. Rarely did Zukor speak to his underlings. He communicated mostly
through a glance, a stare, a frown. When he did utter words, his voice was soft, precise, and
deliberate. Today, as always, Zukor wore an expensive but understated bespoke suit and a gold
pocket watch. He enjoyed conjuring an illusion of old money, though the cauliflower ear on his
left side suggested rougher, more humble beginnings.Soundlessly Zukor made his way to the
elevator, where the operator knew better than to speak to the boss unbidden. The only sound as
they ascended eight floors was the low metallic creaking of gears and pulleys.Striding into his
elegant mahogany office, Zukor could look out over a commanding view of New York’s midtown.
Across the street gleamed the white marble of the new public library. Beyond that, the iron of the
Sixth Avenue elevated railway rusted in the dewy morning air. And in the far distance, Zukor’s



keen eyes made out the theaters he owned in Times Square. Every month, it seemed, there
were more of them. One day, the film chief vowed, he’d own every single movie theater in the
country. And after that, the world.When all his dreams were realized, he’d rule over his empire
from an office much higher than the eighth floor.In New York in 1920, it was all about height. New
skyscrapers were going up all the time, competing with each other to reach the clouds. The
diminutive Zukor had decided he wanted to join the sky-high club. A year earlier he’d spent $4.4
million for the old Putnam Building, which ran the entire west side of Broadway between Forty-
Third and Forty-Fourth Streets. The block had belonged to John Jacob Astor, one of America’s
richest men from one of its oldest aristocratic families. But Astor had gone down on the Titanic,
and now the block belonged to Zukor, a Jewish immigrant from Hungary who’d come over in
steerage. Zukor was planning to spend another half a million to turn Mr. Astor’s building into a
palatial skyscraper, raising the roof ten, eleven, or maybe even twelve stories.Such stature
mattered to Zukor, who’d been forced to stand on a box to peer into the kinetoscopes in his
arcades when he’d first started out in show business seventeen years before.In the years since,
Zukor had accomplished a great deal. But his achievements were nothing compared to what he
had planned.This morning, as always, his newspapers had been carefully laid out for him by his
secretary. Zukor read as many as he could lay his hands on—all the New York papers, of course,
along with selected others from around the country. Glancing down at the headlines, he frowned,
no doubt displeased by what he read.ROB. HARRON SHOT—FILM STAR IN CRITICAL
CONDITIONMOVED INTO PRISON WARD AS POLICEMANPLACES HIM UNDER
ARRESTThis was not good. Robert Harron might not have been one of Zukor’s employees, but a
scandal at one studio could affect them all. The film industry had hit a difficult patch these last
several months. Revenues were down; calls for censorship were up. With mounting concern,
Zukor read the account of Harron’s troubles. The popular young actor had been staying at a
hotel on West Forty-Fifth Street. He claimed he’d dropped his pistol as he was unpacking his
trunk, and accidentally shot himself in his chest. What made the situation worse was that
Harron’s gun had been unlicensed—a serious crime in New York under the Sullivan Act. That
was why Harron had been clamped in the prison ward at Bellevue Hospital.No, not good at all.
These silly, imprudent actors. Didn’t they know how much was at stake?Zukor knew.He knew
exactly how much they all stood to gain—right down to the cent—and how much they all might
lose.Seventeen years earlier the film business had been a jumble of careening, colliding,
freewheeling interests, with dozens of companies in various cities, all of them risky, unstable
ventures. Now the movies were the fourth largest industry in the country, behind steel, railroads,
and automobiles, and it was largely Zukor who’d made that happen. He’d risen above the fray to
tame and control the tumultuous bazaar, transforming what had begun as a novelty act, hatched
up in Edison’s lab to display in penny arcades, into an industry worth three quarters of a billion
dollars a year. Wall Street, largely wooed and won over by Zukor, was now pumping millions into
the movies, with returns of 500 to 700 percent not uncommon.Of all the studios, Zukor’s Famous
Players–Lasky was the most profitable, with total assets of $49 million and a net working capital



of about $10 million. Once an impoverished orphan from Hungary, Adolph Zukor was now a very
rich man.In that summer of 1920, however, the economic boom that had followed the end of the
Great War had been wrenched off course by steel, coal, and railroad strikes. Unemployment was
rocketing toward 8 percent. Theater owners were noting declines in their weekly receipts; by the
end of the year, they would post a $20 million loss against the previous twelve months. Famous
Players felt the pinch particularly hard. Its stock-market value had just plunged to its lowest point
in a year. Adding to the woes was an extraordinarily hot summer, which kept people away from
the movies in those days before air-conditioning. “As a consequence,” the trade paper Variety
reported, “film renters are reluctant to sign up for next season.”So it was an extremely
inopportune moment to absorb a scandal—like this business with Bobby Harron’s gun.Zukor
was quickly on the phone to find out what was up. “Mr. Zukor finds out anything just by picking up
the phone on his desk and making a single call,” one employee said. No doubt he did just that on
the morning he read about Harron’s misfortune.The shooting, Zukor quickly learned, had been
no accident. Depressed after being demoted by his longtime director, D. W. Griffith, Bobby had
shot himself in despair.Foolish actors, indeed. Always so emotional, putting their hearts before
their heads. If Zukor could have made movies without them, he would have done so gladly.Now
the industry would have to bury any rumors of attempted suicide. Zukor had to hope that Griffith,
one of his chief rivals, was up to the job.As the film chief well knew, the industry had more to fear
than the occasional column of red ink. Scandals like Harron’s were extremely dangerous. They
emboldened those civic reformers and church ladies who saw the handiwork of Satan in the
silvery shadow plays that flickered across the nation’s screens. Movies glorified sex and sin,
these bluenoses charged, and the movie players, with all their affairs and divorces, were agents
of the devil. Thanks to the movies, big-city values and the mores of middle America, traditionally
kept far apart, were now rubbing up against each other. And the church ladies were going to do
something about it.Five years earlier, the Supreme Court had ruled that motion pictures were not
protected by the First Amendment in the same manner as literature and theater. As a result, the
country had become infected with a rash of creeping censorship laws. In Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and Kansas, as well as in several US cities, censors were busy cutting or banning
films they deemed too sexy or subversive. If such laws continued to proliferate—or worse, if
federal censorship was implemented—the fortunes Zukor and the other film chiefs had
accumulated over the last decade would be whittled away. Zukor knew it could happen. The
Eighteenth Amendment had just been passed, forbidding the sale of alcohol throughout the
United States—and the campaign that led to Prohibition had been very similar to the one
currently being waged against the movies, and often by the very same people.Yet Zukor could
be thankful for one thing: none of his employees was causing any trouble—at least not yet. In
fact, he could think of only one person at Famous Players–Lasky whose private antics might
prove troublesome if they ever became known to the public.Much to his secret chagrin, that
person was his great and powerful self.In the industry Zukor was known as a man of supreme
self-control, a model of discipline and propriety. But three years earlier, the man they called



Creepy had revealed another side of himself.In the parlor of a house in Woburn, Massachusetts,
a buxom young woman tickled the ivories of an upright piano. Zukor settled back into a
comfortable chair and lit himself a cigar. A thick, low cloud of gray smoke hung over the room.
With Prohibition still two years in the future, the champagne flowed freely. The assembled men,
all executives of Paramount, the distribution arm of Famous Players, were in high spirits,
laughing and egging each other on.They all had wives. Zukor had been married for twenty years.
There was a time when his wife, Lottie, had entranced him with her “beautiful dark eyes and
exquisite skin.” Indeed, as a young man, struggling to find his fortune, the young Adolph had
courted Lottie with all the passion and determination he now brought to his movie operations.
Zukor still adored his wife—no one understood him better—but these days she was fat and
fussy, forever bustling off with gaggles of clucking society ladies her husband despised. So it
was no surprise that Zukor accepted the invitation of Brownie Kennedy, a Boston madam, to visit
her Woburn home, dubbed Mishawum Manor, with a group of his colleagues.“The revelries
began at once,” said one report of the evening, “and continued until long after daybreak. Choice
drinks were served throughout the night and many of the girls danced in scant costume.” The
young women had been recruited from Brownie’s well-thumbed red-leather phone book, and the
madam “exacted heavy fees” from the movie men in exchange for introductions. The rate
depended “largely upon the ability of the guest to pay, with $100 being the average.” The women
themselves received only a fifth of that.But they certainly earned their pay. “More than a score of
girls, most of them in their teens, and all pretty, kissed every man in the party,” the report
continued.With those fierce, staring eyes of his, Zukor zeroed in on one of the prettiest of
Brownie’s girls. Her name was Eva Lord. Taking her hand, he led the young woman upstairs to a
private room, where they might get to know each other. There they spent the remainder of the
night.When the sun finally rose, Hiram Abrams, the president of Paramount, who had arranged
the party, paid Brownie $1,050 for fifty-two bottles of champagne and “other services.” Sated,
tired, and happy, the film executives returned to New York.That would have been the end of it.
But two months later a letter arrived from a Mr. Fred Lord, a garage mechanic from Worcester,
Massachusetts. He said his wife’s name was Eva, and he charged that Zukor had “alienated her
affections.”The elevator boy at the Famous Players office was kept extra busy that night, running
nearly a dozen lawyers up to Mr. Zukor’s office. The men all looked stricken.The lawyers gave
Zukor the bad news. Other complainants had come forward, including the father of a seventeen-
year-old girl. Other Famous Players execs were also being charged, including Abrams and
Zukor’s partner, Jesse Lasky. Boston district attorney Nathan A. Tufts had all of their
names.Zukor’s long eyes narrowed as he took charge. He ordered a battery of lawyers to hop on
the next train to Boston to persuade the DA to drop the charges.Tufts proved receptive. His
manner as slick as the pomade in his hair, the DA assured Zukor’s lawyers he had “no wish to
prosecute innocent men.” If the complainants could be “gotten off his back,” Tufts insinuated,
there would be no prosecution.Zukor knew extortion when he saw it. But he was desperate. He’d
come so far, so fast, gained so much, and he still had a very long way to go. He couldn’t allow



this stupid little indiscretion to derail all his plans.Back in New York, one of Zukor’s lawyers
argued that they should refuse to pay a cent. The complainants had no chance of winning a
conviction, he said. But Zukor wouldn’t take the risk. He ordered that Tufts be sent his money. A
hundred grand sufficed to placate everyone involved, from the aggrieved husbands and fathers
to Tufts and his lawyers.Zukor took one other action. He fired Hiram Abrams as president of
Paramount. Abrams had gotten him into the mess by arranging the party, so he had to go. No
matter that Abrams had built Paramount into a world-class distributor, he was now a liability. In
business, as often in life, Zukor had no room for sentiment.And so the lesson became clear.
Scandal had to be contained at all costs.When Robert Harron died from his gunshot wound on
September 5, Zukor was surely pleased with the way his competitors handled the story. The
official spin from D. W. Griffith’s publicists was that Bobby had bought the revolver from a
homeless man as a kind gesture, and that, as a Catholic, he would never have committed
suicide. Bobby’s death became a sympathetic tragedy. Had the young man lived, of course—
and perhaps been led out in handcuffs in front of a judge on felony charges—the newspaper
coverage wouldn’t have been so affectionate. For the moment, they all breathed a little
easier.But there would be other scandals, Zukor knew. Perhaps even his own.If the church ladies
ever got wind of Brownie Kennedy, Zukor would have holy hell to pay. The fact that so many of
the movie bosses were Jewish already made them suspect in the minds of the reformers, most
of whom were evangelical Protestants. The party in Boston—and the money paid to cover it up—
would simply confirm the belief that the movies and the men who made them were debauched
and dismissive of Christian values.In their attempts to slow down, and hopefully reverse, the
march toward censorship, Zukor and his rivals had banded together to create a pair of
organizations. The National Board of Review scrutinized every film of every major movie studio
before its release, suggesting changes to appease local censorship boards. The National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry lobbied for legislation beneficial to the industry and
against censorship. But what they really needed, Zukor knew, was a human face, a personal first
line of defense.As its champion, the industry required an articulate spokesman who could put
forward an intelligent argument against censorship. The ideal candidate would be conversant in
all aspects of picture-making and express as much passion in his calls for artistic freedom as he
did for the movies’ moral responsibilities—a strategy to disarm the industry’s critics.And one
more thing: he had to be from Los Angeles. While the studios’ headquarters were all still based
in New York, it was Los Angeles, and particularly the subdivision of the city called Hollywood,
that was fast becoming the industry’s center of production. An effective spokesman for the
industry couldn’t be drawn from the smoke-filled boardrooms of New York. He had to toil in the
California sun, socialize with Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin, and play a vital part in that
place beneath the palms that was already becoming mythical to millions of people around the
world.Not surprisingly, Zukor had such a man on his payroll.His name was William Desmond
Taylor.The day after Bobby Harron’s funeral, Zukor once more glanced down at the newspapers
on his desk. There, in headlines bolder than ever, exploded the industry’s next scandal—the one



Zukor had known was coming, but couldn’t have foreseen arriving quite this quickly.In Paris, the
glamorous, top-ranked star Olive Thomas had swallowed poison after a night of carousing in the
nightclubs of Montmartre. The church ladies were already grumbling.Zukor’s man Taylor would
have his work cut out for him.CHAPTER 2BABYLONLike a tsunami wave, the rising sun burst
over the eastern wall of the San Gabriel Mountains and flooded the verdant plain of the Los
Angeles Basin. Golden sunshine spilled across roads and between buildings and through the
neat, orderly rows of orange and lemon groves. It rushed in to fill up the natural amphitheater
known as the Daisy Dell—soon to become the Hollywood Bowl—and bounced off the shiny
aluminum roofs of the movie factories. It warmed up swimming pools, opened the petals of
poppies, tanned the faces of highway workers, and chased the prostitutes and drug dealers
away from the street corners of downtown. Finally the sun’s rays reached land’s end, dissolving
in a milky haze over the Pacific Ocean.Just twenty years earlier, this bustling little city had been
mostly farmland and alfalfa lots, studded here and there with oil wells in constant genuflection to
the earth. With the arrival of the first film producers in the winter of 1907, that began to change.
Before the invention of high-intensity arc lamps, movies had to be shot in the open air or in
studios with retractable roofs. So the moviemakers had come west in search of light during the
dreary eastern winter months. Eventually many of them settled down, opening storefront studios
in the land of the eternal sun.The influx of movie people nearly doubled the population of Los
Angeles between 1910 and 1920, from 319,198 to 576,673, making the city, practically
overnight, the tenth largest in the nation. In 1910 the census had counted 399 actors and 216
actresses; now there were 2,289 and 1,311, respectively. Directors, scenarists, cameramen,
electricians, carpenters, painters, bookkeepers, publicists, managers, and other movie workers
numbered thousands more. Although some pictures were still made in New York, more and
more producers were basing their studios in Los Angeles. Practically obscure a decade before,
the city now found itself the focal point of the world’s obsession with the movies.“The sudden
and grandiose rise of the motion picture,” journalist R. L. Duffus wrote, had brought about an
unprecedented cultural transformation. Thirty-five million Americans—one out of three—went to
the movies at least once a week. The “flickers” were “transforming the dress, the manners, the
thoughts and the emotions of millions of people,” Duffus observed. Fashions, trends, and ideas
now flashed across the globe in the twinkling of an eye. “There has never been anything like this
before in the history of the human race,” Duffus noted. “The motion picture is the school, the
diversion, perhaps even the church of the future.”And every day young men and women from
small towns all across America stepped off trains and buses into the bewilderness of Hollywood,
hoping they might become gods.Folks back home had told them they were good-looking
enough to be in the movies, and so, like those first filmmakers, these beautiful young people had
headed west. In 1920, beauty was all you needed to make it in Hollywood. It didn’t matter what
your voice sounded like, or if you could sing or even act. The camera could take care of that. And
so the city was overrun with thousands of beautiful people. They were everywhere: on the
trolleys, in the drugstores, outside the studios angling for jobs as extras.But only a tiny fraction



ever fulfilled their dreams. Most of them became hard. Bitter. Their looks faded. Their skin turned
to leather under the perpetual sun. Eventually most had to choose between returning home or
finding other ways to survive. The newspapers were filled with stories of actors snared in the
opium dens of the city’s growing red-light district, and actresses caught selling dope from their
dressing rooms. The sweet scent of orange blossoms became, for many, the clammy stink of
desperation.CHAPTER 3THREE DESPERATE DAMESOn this late summer morning, as the sun
reflected off the shiny chrome and mirrored stages of Tinseltown, three beautiful, desperate
young women tottered on the brink.The first of these was Mabel Normand. She was twenty-
seven years old, but her friends told her she’d never live to see twenty-eight if she didn’t break
off a love affair that was destroying her by inches. The affair had started as a lark, full of fun and
laughs, but it had ended up wrecking Mabel’s health and depleting her bank account—the way
romances with cocaine usually ended.With the city around her waking up, mockingbirds jeering
from jacaranda trees, and trolley cars jangling their bells, Mabel knew the only answer was to get
out of town. She needed to go home, back to the East, away from all this sunshine and make-
believe.Mabel had been very successful here on the coast. After almost a decade on the screen,
her face was one of the most familiar in the world. She was the “Queen of Comedy,” sometimes
called the female Chaplin. Her latest picture, The Slim Princess, had just opened in June. But
what Mabel needed more than anything else was a long, deep breath of New York air. It might be
grimy, it might be smelly, but it was real—unlike the air out here, perpetually perfumed with
coyote mint, as if she were living in some absurd fairy kingdom. Packing the last of her things
and locking the door of her apartment at 3089 West Seventh Street, Mabel instructed her
chauffeur to take her to La Grande Station, at the corner of Second Street and Santa Fe Avenue.
She had a train to catch.Once, a long time ago, Mabel had liked Hollywood very much. Back
then it had been all about laughter and friendship and romance and late-night skinny-dipping in
the Pacific Ocean. Now it was only about money and grosses and boardrooms and deceit. How
Mabel hated the film colony’s artificiality and hucksterism. She could play “the baloney card,” as
she called it, when she needed to, like the way she knocked three years off her age in her official
biographies (the public thought Mabel was twenty-four), or the way she told some interviewers
she’d been born in Boston and others Atlanta. But Mabel never played the baloney card for
money or power. When she regaled the fan magazines with stories of growing up wealthy and
being educated at private schools—or sometimes the opposite, growing up as a destitute
orphan scrubbing floors—she was indulging a creative imagination that stretched all the way
back to her childhood. Rich or poor, it didn’t matter to Mabel. All she had ever cared about was
that she never be considered ordinary.When Mabel was a little girl—on Staten Island, which she
rarely admitted—her father, a carpenter, would take her out on a boat and point at Manhattan.
Those glittery lights, he’d tell Mabel, were part of a great big world he hoped she’d see one day.
Claude Normand had once wished the same for himself. Instead, he lived vicariously through
the local theater company for whom he occasionally built sets, imagining the places they saw on
tour—Cleveland, Columbus, Chicago, St. Louis—places he might have seen himself if he hadn’t



been a husband and father stuck on Staten Island.Mabel’s father was a dreamer, and he
imparted his dreams to his little girl. But he also taught her more fundamental lessons, such as
the difference between right and wrong, and what was worth giving up and what was not. Out
into the world, Mabel had carried the twin gifts of her father’s imagination and his integrity, and
sometimes found it hard to square the two. In the movie colony, there were lots of people with the
former but only a few with the latter. Mabel was fine with exploiting herself for her own goals—
what was the harm in subtracting a few years from your age or pretending you were born in
Boston?—but she drew the line at taking advantage of someone else. That set Mabel apart in
Tinseltown, where such behavior was common.She’d noticed the strange, foreign looks that
would cross people’s faces when they’d see her drop a dollar into a hobo’s hat or hand over a
pair of shoes to an extra. Mabel’s generosity was well known. Her boss, Sam Goldwyn,
struggling to make his payroll one week, was thunderstruck when his star actress presented him
with an envelope containing $50,000 worth of Liberty Bonds. “If they will tide you over,” Mabel
told him, “you may have them.” Such things just weren’t done in Tinseltown.Except by Mabel
Normand.She was always giving, and by the late summer of 1920, she seemed to have given
everything away.As her train steamed through the California desert, the reflection glancing back
at Mabel from the window looked nothing like her. Her friend, the fan magazine writer Adela
Rogers St. Johns, had been horrified when she’d seen her last. Mabel had looked “harassed,” St.
Johns thought, “eaten up inside by something that was bitter to her spiritual digestion.”For all its
promise of high spirits, cocaine wasn’t very flattering to one’s face.Neither was booze. They
might be living under Prohibition, but that didn’t stop people like Mabel, who had money and
connections, from getting what they wanted. Bootleggers were as easy to find in Los Angeles as
fresh avocados. As a result, Mabel had one of the “six best cellars” in town, according to the Los
Angeles Herald. Two of the other five belonged to Mabel’s friends Roscoe Arbuckle and William
Desmond Taylor, whom Mabel called Billy.Billy Taylor worried about her. He had no problem
mixing Mabel drinks, but he was opposed to her use of drugs, seeing what they’d done to her.
Billy promised to do whatever he could to help her break the habit. But first, he said, Mabel had
to really want to quit.Did she? Mabel wasn’t sure. How could she survive without cocaine in a
place like Tinseltown? Could she really “get off the dope,” as the saying went?The answer came
soon after Mabel’s train chugged into the imposing pink granite structure of New York’s
Pennsylvania Station. As taxicabs bleated and smokestacks pumped black soot into the air,
Mabel wandered happily along the crowded city sidewalks, exulting in being back home,
cherishing the realness, the grittiness, the anonymity.Then, all at once, everything changed.
Handing a newsboy a penny, Mabel stared down at the headline marching across the front page
in three-inch black type. Her good friend Olive Thomas had just died in Paris after drinking a
solution of mercury bichloride, apparently by accident. Mabel hurried back to her hotel room at
the Ritz, where, for the next week, she hid out.Mabel was devastated by Thomas’s death. The
two good-time girls had partied together many times, so it was easy for Mabel to imagine her
friend’s tragic last night. Strung out on cocaine and booze, Ollie had shaken some tablets into a



glass, thinking them to be sleeping pills. But in fact they had come from a medicine bottle,
prescribed by a French physician to treat husband Jack Pickford’s syphilis. Intended to cauterize
Jack’s sores topically, the mercury had instead burned its way down Ollie’s throat, before
embarking on the slow, agonizing process of eating through her stomach and other internal
organs. The poor woman’s death had dragged out painfully for several days.The sheer horror of
it all destroyed Mabel. Her happy homecoming was ruined. The next “accidental death,” she
realized, might be her own.Back in Hollywood, in the once quiet but now rapidly urbanizing
Bunker Hill neighborhood, in the architecturally incongruous Melrose Hotel, the second
desperate woman, twenty-five-year-old Margaret Gibson, did not share Mabel’s desire to get out
of town. In fact Margaret, whose friends called her Gibby, had overcome great odds in her effort
to stay right where she was.She might not have been as successful as Mabel, or lived in as
swanky an apartment—the Melrose was a faded dowager of the 1890s, home to traveling
salesmen and small-time movie players—but Gibby wasn’t forfeiting her place in this land of
dreams, no matter how precarious. Not long before she’d endured a terrible, humiliating night in
Little Tokyo, one that had nearly ended her aspirations right then and there. But Gibby had
cooked up a scheme in response to that disaster that she hoped would still allow her to make it
to the top.On a late summer day, as the heat rose in shimmering sheets from the sidewalk and
the papers in her hands dampened and began to curl, Gibby set out on a round of the studios.
On South Grand Avenue she hopped onto one of the Big Reds, the lumbering, noisy streetcars
of the Pacific Electric Railway. Mabel had a chauffeur; Gibby had to ride the trolley. But she was
determined to meet with “everyone she knew in the business who might give her a job.”The
résumé she carried did not bear the name Margaret Gibson. Instead, the girl with the golden
brown hair in the head shots was identified as Patricia Palmer. How easy it had been for Gibby to
rewrite her past in this land of make-believe. By replacing Margaret with Patricia, she’d expunged
that night in Little Tokyo and reset her clock by six years—from twenty-five to nineteen—giving
herself plenty of time to become a top star.True, there might have been some in the audience
who recognized Patricia as Margaret, but they had no way of proving it. The films of Margaret
Gibson had largely vanished. Once a movie had finished its run, it was dumped into a vault,
where its nitrate base soon crumbled into dust. Only the most exceptional films were ever seen
again. So if the newspapers and fan magazines declared that Patricia Palmer was a garden-
fresh nineteen-year-old new to pictures, then she was. In Tinseltown the truth was unverifiable,
so it could be anything Gibby wanted it to be.She had come to Hollywood when both were still
very young, when movies were made on the cheap and didn’t last longer than ten or fifteen
minutes. The Vitagraph company had put out a flyer looking for girls for cowboy pictures. Gibby,
who’d grown up in the mountains of Colorado, figured she’d be perfect. “Before Western girls are
sent to school,” she explained, “they are taught to ride a horse. By the time they are graduated,
they can ride anything that has four feet and wears hair.” No surprise, she got the job.But there
wasn’t much of a future in westerns, Gibby soon realized, at least not for women. Playing second
fiddle to both the hero and his horse meant she’d never make the big bucks, and the whole



reason Gibby had gotten into movies was to get rich. She’d seen the salaries top stars like Mary
Pickford were making—unheard-of wealth!—and determined she’d snatch some of that for
herself.Gibby had grown up dirt-poor. Her father had abandoned the family when she was just
twelve, after which she and her mother had lived out of the back of a wagon pulled over
mountain roads by a tired old horse. They’d made a living singing and dancing in flea-ridden
theaters between Colorado and Kansas. One day Gibby had looked over at her mother and
declared, “We are going to have nice things.” She had never forgotten that vow.For a while,
Gibby had seemed on course to get what she wanted. She’d played leading lady to Charles Ray
in The Coward, a smash hit five years ago. But then had come the debacle in Little Tokyo, and
most everyone in Hollywood had turned their backs on Gibby after that. Only comedy producer
Al Christie had stuck by her, keeping Gibby busy in short comedies, which at least paid the rent
at the Melrose Hotel. But a life on the receiving end of custard pies was hardly Gibby’s objective.
She still wanted to be a star—if not as big as Pickford, then at least of the standing of Mabel
Normand or Mary Miles Minter. And why not? Gibby was as pretty as either of them, and had ten
times their ambition. Yet she was at that dangerous age—twenty-five—when if she didn’t grab
the brass ring soon, it would soon be forever out of her reach.So Gibby rode the trolley to every
studio and office where she had a connection. Patricia Palmer’s head shots and résumés landed
on dozens of desks.Among her more important connections was William Desmond Taylor, the
prestigious Famous Players–Lasky director. Gibby had known Taylor when he’d been an actor at
the Vitagraph company. Six years earlier, they’d starred in a quartet of pictures together, Taylor
playing the noble hero to Gibby’s demure leading lady. They’d been “great pals,” one fan
magazine reported. Gibby was one of the few who called the aristocratic Taylor “Billy.” Now Billy
exerted considerable clout at the biggest, most successful studio in Hollywood, and Gibby
hoped her old pal would help her out.Head shots in hand, she headed into the Famous Players
plant. It couldn’t hurt to ask.And finally, in one of the city’s poshest neighborhoods, Fremont
Place off Wilshire Boulevard, where the nouveau riche built sprawling Beaux Arts mansions to
trumpet their arrival into society, the third desperate woman sat sulking over her breakfast.Pretty
little Mary Miles Minter, eighteen, was dreading another day at the studio. Despite the servants
who curled her hair and laid out her clothes, Mary felt overworked and unloved. To her imperious
mother, whose lyrical, Louisiana-laced voice sent tremors of fear through everyone in the house,
Mary was little more than a cash cow. At Famous Players, she was being groomed as the new
Mary Pickford, but all this Mary wanted was to run away.Convinced she wasn’t strong enough to
escape her mother on her own, Mary longed for a knight in shining armor to ride in and rescue
her, as the gallant heroes did in her films. For a young girl who’d never known her father, every
older man became a potential savior, and Mary lost her heart to a number of them. In fact, she
had lost more than that to one particularly conniving old lech. That was why Mrs. Shelby, Mary’s
mother, watched over her daughter like a guard at the gates of Buckingham Palace.Yet of all the
older men Mary had fallen in love with, none had mattered more to her than the courtly William
Desmond Taylor, who’d been her director. Mr. Taylor, Mary declared, was the love of her life. If



not for Mrs. Shelby, Mary was convinced, they would have been married a year ago.Impetuous
and spoiled, romantic and impressionable, Mary was most of all just very young. She’d been on
the stage since she was a toddler, and she’d been forced to play the adult on the screen since
her early teens. She’d never had a childhood, and so she lived in her daydreams. Unlike Gibby,
Mary didn’t care about fame or being a star. What she wanted instead was to be the pampered,
protected wife of some strong man who could take her away from her mother. Unlike Mabel,
Mary’s only addiction was love.That exasperated Mrs. Shelby. At home, the young actress “made
no secret” of her feelings for Mr. Taylor. Remembering what had happened with that other older
man, Mrs. Shelby shadowed Mary around the lot, frequently giving Taylor hell if he came too
close to her daughter. “They fought all the time,” Mrs. Shelby’s secretary observed. “Always on
the set when he was directing.”So it was with great relief that Mrs. Shelby learned, about six
months ago, that the studio was separating Mary and Taylor. The director was being promoted to
the main headquarters on Sunset Boulevard, while Mary would remain making pictures at
Famous Players’ subsidiary, Realart. Mrs. Shelby was overjoyed. But Mary was
devastated.Finishing her breakfast and trooping out to the car with her mother to begin another
day of playacting in front of the cameras, Mary was focused on one goal: to find a way to
insinuate herself back into Mr. Taylor’s life.Mabel, Margaret, and Mary were three very different
women, with different dreams and different dilemmas. But it was the same man, William
Desmond Taylor, who would unspool the common thread among them.CHAPTER 4THE
ORATOROn the afternoon of Sunday, September 26, 1920, the sun filtered through the fronds of
the eucalyptus trees along Melrose Avenue, etching a lacy pattern of shadows across the partly
dirt road. Steering an open cabriolet automobile around the potholes was a young man by the
name of Harry Fellows—blond hair, brown eyes, medium build, professional demeanor. Behind
him, perusing some notes, sat his employer, William Desmond Taylor.Fellows pulled into a
parking lot beside a long concrete building. Taylor stepped out of the car, the afternoon sun
casting shadows across the chiseled architecture of his face. Forty-eight years old, clean-
shaven, with iron-gray hair, the Irish-born movie director possessed the “bony look of a stone
bishop on a medieval tomb,” as one writer would describe him. Striding through the parking lot of
the Brunton Studios, Taylor carried himself with the studied grace of an experienced stage actor.
As always, he was dressed in monochrome grays and tans. There was never “even a bit of
jewelry or a striking cravat to relieve the dullness of his costuming,” one studio artist
observed.Although well regarded in the film colony, Taylor was a bit of a cipher. His prominent
participation in the Motion Picture Directors Association notwithstanding, he kept mostly to
himself. No one knew much about his past, or what he’d done before he came to Hollywood,
besides acting some years on the stage. A confirmed bachelor, Taylor would offer condolences
when acquaintances got married. Yet he wasn’t like Tinseltown’s other bachelors, cutting up the
rug at the Alexandria Hotel with starlets on weekends. In fact, his neighbors in genteel Alvarado
Court observed that Taylor was home from the studio most nights by seven, and usually spent
his evenings alone, reading at his desk until late at night.The only clew to his past that Taylor



ever offered was to say that he had known “great sadness” in his life. That, perhaps, explained
why his face seemed perpetually somber and grave. Rarely did a smile curl Taylor’s thin lips, and
when it did, it was anger, perversely, that summoned it, not pleasure. In those instances, Taylor’s
cool blue eyes hinted at things he preferred to keep hidden from the prying gazes and wagging
tongues of the young, impetuous movie colony. A colleague described him as “quiet, like a
camouflaged man.”Yet while Taylor’s reserved demeanor served as a kind of armor, it also
commanded respect. His boss, Mr. Zukor, regarded Taylor highly because he did not let emotion
rule his actions—a rare attribute in a town of temperamental artists. For that reason, Taylor had
been asked to preside over this afternoon’s gathering of film folk at the Brunton Studios. The
movie chiefs hoped the event might serve as an antidote to the recent run of damaging
headlines and generate a cycle of more sympathetic press coverage for Hollywood.In the last
few months, Taylor had become the movies’ most ardent defender against the increasing calls
for censorship. In his deep, commanding voice, he argued in interviews and public speeches
that audiences wanted pictures that reflected life as it was, not life as the moralists wanted it to
be. “Give the public real human pictures with hearts in them, and life and love and passion,”
Taylor told one reporter, “and the public will rise up and call you blessed.”He’d been especially
busy these last few weeks as criticisms of the film industry mounted following Olive Thomas’s
drug-related death in Paris. Few were as articulate as Taylor as spokesman for an industry in dire
need of some major public-relations varnishing.That, ultimately, was what this assemblage at
the Brunton Studios was about, though it was also what it was billed as: a tribute, a place for
people to come together and grieve. The film colony was a small town. If it weren’t for the palm
trees that stood in for maples and oaks, Hollywood could almost have been mistaken for a New
England factory town, with movies replacing brass pipes or rubber tires as the local
manufacture. Everyone knew each other, no matter what studio they worked for. They belonged
to the same clubs; they ate at the same restaurants; they shopped at the same stores and
attended the same dinner dances. Very few lived more than half an hour’s drive from anyone else
—and how easy it was to zip around in this auto-centered city! Downtown sometimes got
congested at rush hour, with Pierce-Arrow runabouts and Oldsmobile touring cars puffing
exhaust. But the movie people had settled, for the most part, at the ends of the long streets that
radiated outward from the city center, past the citrus groves and date farms and oil wells. Driving
to the studios in the morning in their open-air automobiles, the film folk waved to each other as
they passed on the street, and again as they headed home in the evening.So when someone
died, it was a loss for the entire community. And when many died at once—and in violent and
tragic circumstances, as had happened these last few months—it was an issue for everyone, not
just the particular studio where the deceased had been employed.They came together this
afternoon to memorialize their dead. Ormer Locklear and Milton Elliott, aviators who’d been
killed in a movie stunt gone wrong. Pretty starlet Clarine Seymour, whose mysterious death had
stunned everyone. Bobby Harron, he of the “accidental” revolver discharge. And of course Olive
Thomas, whose tragedy was still being played out in the daily headlines. RUMORS OF DRUG



AND WINE PARTIES. GAY REVELS IN UNDERWORLD OF PARIS. Even staid papers like the
Los Angeles Times reported the “sinister rumors of cocaine orgies” that had swirled around
pretty little Ollie.All around the country, editorials were lambasting the morals of the movie
people. It was Taylor’s task, as industry point man, to mollify such critics. In his eulogy at the
Brunton Studios, his goal was to put forward a respectable, decent face of the film colony.On the
Longacre stage, the largest of the studio’s film sets, eight hundred mourners—“stars and
stagehands, producers and supers”—were filing solemnly into the pews that had been hastily
arranged by Brunton property men.With all eyes on him, Taylor stepped up to the podium to
speak.Sitting in the audience that day were some of the most important people in the film colony.
Adolph Zukor’s partner, Jesse Lasky. Zukor’s rival Thomas Ince. Zukor’s chief director, Cecil B.
DeMille. Such top stars as Betty Compson, Harold Lloyd, Mae Marsh, Richard Dix, Thomas
Meighan, Lila Lee, Charles Ray, Will Rogers, Bebe Daniels. And the biggest names of all, sitting
front row and center, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, whose marriage, after Mary’s
quickie Nevada divorce from Owen Moore, had caused its own scandal headlines.The whole
world was watching them. Everyone in that audience was well aware of that fact. They were all
depending on Taylor to say what needed to be said.He’d won their confidence over the past few
months. In his most recent film, The Soul of Youth, Taylor had very wisely given a small part to
Judge Ben Lindsey, a nationally recognized child advocate. It proved a masterstroke of publicity.
After the experience of being in a movie, Lindsey became an enthusiastic supporter of
Hollywood, offering a powerful counter to those who called movies too permissive and too
dismissive of traditional values and religion. “The motion picture is doing great work,” he
declared. The effect of movies on children, Lindsey insisted, was “overwhelmingly good.” Taylor’s
sagacity in co-opting Lindsey to the movies’ cause had won him fans among the industry
chieftains.What they faced was the old eternal battle between traditionalists and modernists,
brought into stark relief by the end of the war. A new generation of moviegoers, finding, in
Fitzgerald’s famous phrase, “all gods dead [and] all faiths in man shaken,” were flocking to
pictures that reveled in a new sexual freedom, such as DeMille’s Old Wives for New and Male
and Female. “Film subject matter was changing to fit the times,” Adolph Zukor acknowledged,
and he believed their job as filmmakers was to “stay abreast” of the times.For every Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm, there were many other films that celebrated a new kind of woman—free,
unapologetically sexual—and new kinds of relationships that men and women could enjoy. Other
films exposed the seamier side of modern life, with prostitutes, pimps, alcoholics, and gangsters
all striding across the celluloid for everyone, including children, to see. Even if good (usually)
triumphed in the end, the very depiction of such things was enough to give the church ladies
palpitations.And so out had come the censor’s shears. In Pennsylvania, state-appointed moral
guardians had even snipped out scenes of “a woman making baby clothes, on the ground that
children believe that babies are brought by the stork.” What was next? asked the New York
Times. “Will it be a crime to show a picture of a man giving his wife a Christmas present on the
ground that it tends to destroy faith in Santa Claus?”Zukor and the other film chiefs loudly



bemoaned this loss of artistic freedom. But the real pain they felt, of course, came from
decreased profits. That was why Taylor had been dispatched to the Brunton Studios memorial to
say some kind words about the industry and try to slow the march toward censorship in other
states.In his deep, resonant voice, Taylor intoned the names of the dead: “Sweet little Clarine
Seymour, radiant with youth.” He paused for effect. “Gallant, fearless Ormer Locklear.” Another
pause. “True-hearted Bobby Harron.” And finally, with a tremble of emotion, “Generous, great-
hearted Ollie Thomas.”The melancholy strains of Chopin’s famous Funeral March filled the
Longacre stage. The Reverend Neal Dodd, pastor of St. Mary of the Angels Episcopal Church,
known as the motion picture people’s church, gave a reading from scripture. The Metropolitan
Quartet followed with the popular piece “The Rosary,” by Ethelbert Nevin. No matter that most of
the studio chiefs were Jewish, or that, except for Harron, none of those being memorialized had
been especially religious. This little show at the Brunton Studios had a wider audience than just
those present. The good Christian ladies in Newark, and Birmingham, and Des Moines—the
ones who could either mobilize for censorship or stop such a campaign in its tracks—were the
ones the movie bosses really wanted to impress.At last it was time for Taylor’s eulogy. Standing
tall and erect like the military commander he had been—during the war he’d attained the rank of
captain in the British Army—Taylor orated in a rich, resounding voice that rang through the
studio. He spoke in glowing terms of those who had been lost. No scandal was mentioned.
Instead, Taylor spoke of honor, and devotion to duty, and friendship, and family. Many in
attendance were moved to tears.“William Taylor’s beautiful tribute to the memories of the
recently departed stars tried even the stoutest hearts,” the reporter from the Los Angeles
Examiner observed, “and will never be forgotten by the motion picture folk who made the unique
pilgrimage of sorrow to the studio.”“His sympathy,” declared another attendee, “was a thing of
beauty. In it, with the utmost delicacy, he touched the tragic notes in the violent passings of
youths who had all life and accomplishments before them, while from his stock of supreme
tenderness he pointed his moral, revealing with the philosophy of a thoughtful and clear-visioned
soul, the light in all things.”Standing there before the high and the mighty of Hollywood, Taylor
was their man, their voice. They saluted his oration with rousing applause. Pickford, Fairbanks,
Ince—all of them commended Taylor for his advocacy. He seemed an impeccable propagandist
to defend their industry, their livelihoods, their world. Difficult days still lay ahead; no one
believed they’d put an end to the censorship movement overnight. But William Desmond Taylor
had the strength, the authority, and the character to meet the challenges head-on.But looking
out at his audience, Taylor knew something they did not.For all his noble bearing and dignity, he
harbored some dark secrets of his own.Of course, everyone had secrets in Tinseltown. Mabel,
Gibby, and Mary had trunkloads of them. Even the mighty Adolph Zukor had Brownie Kennedy in
his past. The film colony was a bubbling cauldron of hidden lives.But the secrets of the man
charged with its championship, William Desmond Taylor, would make the rest seem tame
indeed.CHAPTER 5A RACE TO THE TOPIn his eighth-floor office on Fifth Avenue in New York,
Adolph Zukor cursed.Another movie mogul was going to beat him into the sky in Times Square.



A skyscraper was going up on the northeast corner of Broadway and Forty-Fifth Street that
would include offices and a state-of-the-art theater. Construction was projected to cost nearly
$2.5 million, and the building would top out at sixteen stories.Exactly double the height at which
Zukor sat at the moment.Worst of all, the mogul who would beat him was Marcus Loew.Zukor
and Loew had been friends and rivals for a very long time. In the beginning, they’d been
partners, too. They had run a business called Automatic Vaudeville, a penny arcade on
Fourteenth Street, in the heart of the city’s tenderloin, surrounded by saloons and dance halls
and immigrants looking for a cheap way to pass the time. For a penny, these uneducated
laborers could peer into the peep shows and watch sexy girls swivel in serpentine dances. Their
first year in business, Zukor and Loew raked in more than $100,000, a pirates’ booty of pennies
and nickels. Soon they had a chain of arcades.But then they had split. Neither man was the type
to share power easily. Both wanted to be the boss, so Zukor and Loew went their separate ways
to run their own shows. Still, they remained intertwined in each other’s lives. In those early days,
the two men lived across the street from each other on 111th Street and Seventh Avenue. Their
wives went shopping together, and their sons played on the same baseball teams. Loew found
success with a chain of theaters that showed only moving pictures, without any vaudeville—a
radical move at the time. And of course, as the most powerful producer of moving pictures in the
world, Zukor became one of Loew’s biggest suppliers.If only they could have maintained such a
symbiotic relationship.But Zukor wanted more. When he started accumulating his own theaters,
placing himself in direct competition with Loew, his former partner retaliated by taking over Metro
Pictures, a struggling movie studio in Hollywood. That put him in direct competition with Zukor in
film production, and Creepy was not pleased. Why was Loew always trying to show him up?And
now he would beat Zukor into the sky, too.The two men couldn’t have been more different. Zukor
dressed conservatively, trying not to look like the parvenu he was. Loew was “a dandy in a high
hat and fur coat,” Zukor said, and Loew didn’t disagree. “I wear ’em to impress ’em,” he said.
Where Zukor was private and deliberate, Loew was loud and impulsive, “a jolly mixer type,
knowing everybody.” Zukor rarely socialized anymore. His days of raucous laughter and high
spirits were over. Now he could be found in some dark corner at Delmonico’s restaurant,
presiding over late-night, smoke-hung, business-heavy dinners. At another table across the way,
Loew continued to party, with friends and acquaintances constantly pulling up chairs. But no one
stopped by Zukor’s table unless summoned.About the only quality the two men shared was
ambition. As Loew admitted, “You must want a big success and then beat it into submission. You
must be as ravenous to reach it as the wolf who licks his teeth behind a fleeing rabbit.” Zukor
would never have been as upfront or loquacious about it, but he would have entirely agreed with
the sentiment.They played out their rivalry on the tennis court. Loew, bigger and stronger, nearly
always won. When he suggested they don boxing gloves for a little sparring in the ring, Zukor
declined. He was not lacking in courage, and he was certainly not averse to risk. But Zukor’s
risks were always calculated. He understood the wisdom of a strategic retreat.What Loew lacked
was Zukor’s foresight. As savvy a businessman as he was, Loew had failed to see the potential



of feature-length films. The “flickers,” he argued, would always remain ten to fifteen minutes long.
No one would sit still much longer than that. So when Zukor imported the nearly hour-long
French film Queen Elizabeth, starring Sarah Bernhardt, Loew had placed a sympathetic arm
around Lottie Zukor’s shoulders. Her husband, Loew told her, “had lost his head.” His money was
sure to follow.Queen Elizabeth turned out to be a huge hit, launching the era of feature-length
films. Zukor made sure Loew received a report of the box-office receipts in the mail.
Anonymously, of course.Yet what finally separated the two old acquaintances was something
more personal. Loew was loved, while Zukor was feared. Reporters told stories about Loew’s
friendship with his elevator boy, whose troubles the film mogul would listen to every day as they
rose from floor to floor. Zukor’s elevator boy knew to keep mum when taking the boss up. Loew’s
employees feted their employer on every birthday, but Zukor’s staff shrank from the man they
called Creepy. Loew was modest and gave credit to others: “I have had the help all the way along
of a great many very capable men.” Zukor only ever spoke of his own efforts. Loew said he’d
been lucky in his career. Zukor insisted luck had had nothing to do with his success.But only bad
luck could explain why his beloved daughter Mildred, whom he called Mickey, had fallen in love
with Loew’s son Arthur.Zukor believed Loew had encouraged Arthur’s courtship of Mickey,
knowing full well that the romance would get under his skin. But both fathers had been surprised
when Mickey had accepted Arthur’s marriage proposal. Grumbling all the way, Zukor had paid
for a lavish wedding with 350 guests in the Crystal Room at the Ritz-Carlton—as much to
impress Mickey’s father-in-law as herself. Moving-picture cameras, of course, had recorded the
momentous event.If anyone was hoping that a family alliance might tamp down the rivalry
between the two men, they would have been disappointed. The marriage of their children only
exacerbated the competition between the fathers-in-law. “Then you did not let blood ties interfere
with business?” an attorney would ask Zukor, years later. “No!” Zukor replied, as if it were the
most foolish question ever posed.Sitting at his desk, Zukor uncurled a map of New York. Circled
in red were the theaters that belonged to him. In blue were those that belonged to Loew. That
fall, Zukor’s rival had bought six more theaters, bringing his total to forty-one. And word was that
he was getting ready to acquire more.Zukor scanned the rest of the map with his sharp eyes.
Dozens of other theaters remained uncircled, just waiting to be snagged by one of
them.Controlling the exhibition of movies was key to all of Zukor’s future success. The numbers
told the story. The combined annual income of all American producers was $90 million—but the
combined revenues of all American movie theaters was $800 million. Zukor wanted a piece of
that. The most substantial piece, in fact.A year earlier he’d taken personal affront when some of
the biggest first-run theaters in the country had formed First National Pictures. The exhibitors
had organized in response to Zukor’s increasing control of the market, but the Famous Players
chief saw the move as offensive, not defensive. Ever paranoid, Zukor felt “raided.” His first
reaction was to try to buy out First National. When that failed, he decided to hobble it. He’d
acquire as many theaters as possible before First National could get to them.Now Zukor owned
close to three hundred theaters throughout the United States, most of them showing only his



Paramount pictures. His plan was vertical integration of the industry: he would make the pictures,
distribute them, and exhibit them. Zukor wanted what all capitalists ultimately want: to eliminate
the competition and create a monopoly for himself.But acquiring all those theaters hadn’t been
easy. In many cases, Zukor had had to coerce or bully the local exhibitors into coming on board
with him. In this, he had found a determined opponent in Sydney S. Cohen, the head of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of America (MPTOA). With Cohen around, Zukor was finding it
increasingly difficult to get his way. “Cohen must be destroyed,” the Famous Players chief wrote
in a memo to his staff, “and his organization broken down.” The note found its way into the hands
of the exhibitors, and open war broke out between Zukor and the MPTOA.Of course, Marcus
Loew had moved right in to take advantage of the situation—or at least, that’s how Zukor
perceived it. At the MPTOA’s most recent gathering, Zukor’s daughter’s father-in-law had riled up
his fellow exhibitors even further by thundering from the podium that no producer should want to
“drive the exhibitor out of the game”—a clear indictment of Zukor. That, he said, was “killing the
goose that lays the golden egg.” When Loew finished speaking, those uncouth theater owners—
most of them illiterate immigrants, Zukor sniffed—cheered and stamped their feet. A beaming
Loew basked in their applause.No one ever cheered for Zukor.It didn’t matter. He was richer and
more powerful than any of them. He’d accomplished what no one had ever thought possible:
he’d turned the flickers into big business. He’d marched into the offices of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the
biggest investment firm on Wall Street, and made his case for a $10 million loan. Zukor’s
colleagues, Loew chief among them, had thought he was crazy. But he’d convinced the firm’s
chief, Otto Kahn, that “the screen was becoming the entertainment medium of the great body of
the public” and that Famous Players was “the spearhead of this vast new industry.” Kahn had
responded with a $10 million stock issue. Famous Players went public, and the movies came of
age.As did Zukor. No longer did he move among showmen and vaudevillians, as Loew still did.
Zukor’s associates were the city’s richest men. Kahn. Jacob Schiff, director of the National Bank
of New York. Lord Beaverbrook, the powerful Canadian-British newspaper tycoon. So what if
Zukor didn’t get the cheers and the backslaps Marcus Loew got?The little orphan boy from
Hungary had done pretty well for himself these past seventeen years. His father—or so he’d
been told; Zukor didn’t remember him—had built his dry-goods store in the little village of Ricse
with his bare hands. Zukor had done the same with his own business, metaphorically. He’d
started with nothing, but film by film, screen by screen, dollar by dollar, he’d created a business
like none before, entirely of his own design.That fall of 1920, 35 percent of all motion picture
revenues in America were generated by Paramount films. Famous Players operated twenty-eight
branches throughout the country and six in Canada, as well as offices in more than ten countries
worldwide. Zukor was more than a king. He was an emperor. And soon, he told himself, the
entire industry—production, distribution, exhibition—would be brought under his centralized
command. Famous Players would swell to include every aspect and every territory of the movie
business, becoming bigger than anything anyone had ever imagined. Too big for any of his
competitors to withstand the onslaught. Too big to be contained.Too big, Zukor believed, to



fail.Providing, of course, these silly scandals didn’t keep stirring up the wrath of the church
ladies.Zukor’s daily newspapers were black and smudgy with scandal. For two solid weeks the
press had bannered Olive Thomas’s grisly death in Paris. Investigations were followed by
autopsies and funerals. And then had come the censure.“We are told the wages of sin is death,”
one newspaper editorialized, “and judging from the trials of our much advertised movie folks,
misery goes hand in hand with those who scoff [at traditional values].” The Philadelphia Evening
Public Ledger thought the movies “show altogether too much of the side of American life
erroneously called gay. A child educated in the movie theatres might well suppose that he lived
in a profligate world.” Another paper declared, “It may be time, at long last, for the government to
investigate the goings-on in Movie Land and perchance take over the running of the various
businesses from its libertine leaders.”This was why Zukor feared the reformers. They could bring
the government down on him, and only the government had the power to turn back Zukor’s
advance. So far he’d been fortunate. President Wilson’s zeal for trade reforms, like everything
else, had dimmed since his stroke. But his vile creation, the Federal Trade Commission, still
breathed like an ugly, pulsing leviathan, waiting to strike at everything Zukor had built. Further
antitrust regulation could prevent his consolidation of the industry, and federal censorship could
snatch control of production right out of his hands. His beloved Uncle Sam, who had given him
so much since he’d come to these shores, could willfully roll back all the gains Zukor had
made.Zukor took some comfort in the fact that pro-business Republicans had taken over
Congress in the last election, ousting the unionists and the socialists who were determined to
destroy everything great about America. A poor orphan could come here and make as much
money as he wanted, by working hard and learning how to play the game. Zukor hoped that,
come November, Republicans would expand their majorities and take back the White House as
well, and maybe then he could breathe a little easier.But frequent scandals, he knew, increased
the odds of a government investigation. And in an industry teeming with secrets, further
scandals were perpetually looming, including his own.That fall, brooding in his office high—but
not high enough—above Fifth Avenue, Zukor grew paranoid. He questioned the motives of
everyone who came through his door. He distrusted every letter, every phone call. People were
out to get him: Marcus Loew, Sydney Cohen, the exhibitors, the reformers, the government. He
had worked very hard to get where he was, and not a single dollar would he give up without a
fight.Like all megalomaniacs, Adolph Zukor lived with the fear of losing it all.CHAPTER
6MABELOn the morning of September 28, 1920, Mabel moved carefully down the steps of St.
Thomas Episcopal Church at Fifth Avenue and Fifty-Third Street. If she had tried to hurry, she
might have tripped, and the mob surging ahead of her might easily have trampled her underfoot.
Hordes of hysterical, wailing people in the street were pushing against a barricade of trembling
policemen. No one had ever seen anything quite like this.At the curb, Olive Thomas’s casket
rested on a bier, covered in thousands of purple orchids—Ollie’s favorite flowers, final gifts from
her husband, Jack Pickford.For Mabel, the funeral was excruciating. Ollie was her second good
friend to die in a six-month period. Young Clarine Seymour, who’d passed away in April, had



hero-worshipped Mabel, smoking cigarettes and knocking back shots of gin just like her idol.
The producer Hal Roach often scolded Mabel for using off-color language around Clarine, but
Mabel would “talk even dirtier” just to get his goat. How that had made Clarine laugh. Mabel
thought the teenage actress was the sweetest, dearest little thing.Then, suddenly, Clarine died.
Her family claimed she’d contracted some mysterious intestinal illness. But people whispered it
was drugs.Mabel knew that was possible. She was well aware how much both Clarine and Ollie
had partied, having partied with them both herself.The crowds surged forward. So many fans
jammed the street that Ollie’s funeral cortege couldn’t begin its procession to Woodlawn
Cemetery in the Bronx. Police were estimating that fifteen thousand people had turned out.
Fifteen thousand! For an actress, not a president or a statesman. It was unfathomable. People
stood sobbing in the street. Their heartfelt, often gut-wrenching cries echoed off the Gothic
limestone exterior of the church.Such was the power of their profession, the movie folk on the
church steps seemed to realize, perhaps fully for the first time.Mabel was just one of the movie
stars there that day, being shoved by the crowds and pursued by Daily News photographers.
Box-office champ Thomas Meighan served as a pallbearer. So did Owen Moore, a Selznick star
like Ollie and the former husband of Mary Pickford, which meant, briefly, he’d been Ollie’s
brother-in-law. Mary herself didn’t show—the queen had paid her respects in Hollywood, at the
Brunton Studios memorial—but her sister Lottie, a major serial star, was there, with their mother.
Standing prominently on the steps was Mae Murray, the exotic blond Famous Players star, who’d
started out with Ollie in the Ziegfeld Follies. The photographers were particularly eager to get a
shot of Murray, who was always camera-ready with her bee-stung lips. She didn’t disappoint this
day.Mabel, however, lowered her face into the crowd to avoid the popping flashbulbs. She wasn’t
there for publicity. She had come because Ollie was her friend, and now her friend was
gone.Mabel’s nose, almost certainly, was starting to itch.The cocaine kept her going, armoring
her against the agonies of Tinseltown. In the beginning Mabel had used the drug mostly
because it made her laugh and feel happy, and Mabel liked to laugh. Young and carefree, she’d
thought nothing could slow her down. “Mabel wanted to be smart,” said the director Allan Dwan,
“and being smart meant doing what wasn’t done”—like drinking liquor, and snorting coke, and
telling dirty jokes.“What was the slipperiest day in Jerusalem?” Mabel asked her fellow
merrymakers at one party. “When Saul went through on his ass!” They all laughed hysterically,
tossing down a shot or snorting another line.“When she spoke,” her friend Blanche Sweet said,
“toads came out of her mouth, but nobody minded.” Everybody loved Mabel.But now they pitied
her too. In the film industry, Mabel’s addiction had become common knowledge. Not long before,
the social butterfly Hedda Hopper had paid her a visit. She’d found Mabel in bed, “a shadow of
her former self,” the room reeking of rotting flowers. Dozens of bouquets had been sent to
congratulate Mabel on her latest picture, but she’d taken none of them out of their boxes. Hopper
hunted around for “the white powder” she knew was there. When she found it, she flushed it
down the toilet.But for Mabel, getting more was just too easy.Police finally pushed back the
crowds and allowed the orchid-covered casket to be loaded into the hearse. Mabel, numb, made



her way back to the Ritz-Carlton.She was distraught. She didn’t like the dependency that had
taken over her life. The deaths of Clarine Seymour and Ollie Thomas had served as wake-up
calls.But her cravings were never far away. Liquor was as easy to get in New York as it was in
Los Angeles, and all Mabel needed to do to score some cocaine was place a telephone call and
speak a few coded words. Sometimes her dealers were even waiting for her at the Ritz when she
arrived.At the hotel, Mabel did what she always did when she needed support. She took out pen
and paper and wrote to Billy Taylor. Mabel addressed him as “Desperate Desmond,” after the
popular comic strip, and signed her letters “Blessed Baby,” Taylor’s pet name for her. They
understood each other. After all, Mabel knew that Billy lived with “a great sadness,” too, although
he’d never revealed the nature of it. Their friendship was based on “comradeship and
understanding,” Mabel said. They “loved so many of the same things—books, music,
pictures.”Mabel trusted Billy like she’d never trusted any other man. Soon after meeting him, she
had confessed her addiction and asked for his help. Billy had vowed to support her any way he
could.This was a new experience for Mabel. Men manipulated her, exploited her, hurt her. They
didn’t support her. In fact, all the problems of Mabel’s life could be attributed to men, stretching
all the way back to her father.“From her French father,” Mabel’s biographer would write, “Mabel
inherited a love of music, art, romance, and strong drink, along with recklessness and
melancholy.” Two decades past their little boat rides off the coast of Staten Island, Claude
Normand’s wanderlust had become Mabel’s own. “See the world,” her father had told her,
pointing over at Manhattan. If she stayed where she was, he warned, she’d always be ordinary.
But in the big world that was waiting for her, Mabel could shine like the very special star her
father wanted her to be.Book learning, Claude told his daughter, wasn’t as important as getting
out into the world and finding her place. So by the time she was a young teenager, Mabel had
dispensed with much of her schooling and made her way to the mainland using the only asset
she had: her looks.With jet-black hair and inch-long eyelashes, Mabel was pretty in a quirky sort
of way, with poached-egg eyes and “a complexion that makes you think of gardenias,” according
to her friend, the writer Frances Marion. But it was Mabel’s sexy figure that landed her on a stool
in the Manhattan studio of the famous illustrator Charles Dana Gibson, modeling for postcards.
Mabel graced the covers of several magazines and posed for advertisements that were
plastered all over New York. In one, she held a strangely shaped glass bottle of a fizzy new drink
called Coca-Cola.Not long afterward, she was making movies.She got her start at the old
Biograph Company on East Fourteenth Street, near Union Square, working for D. W. Griffith.
One of her first friends there was a big, bluff Irishman named Mack Sennett. Mabel was sixteen.
Mack was twenty-nine.With his intense hazel eyes, Sennett watched the tiny, impish teenager
bounce around the room. Mabel seemed to have springs affixed to her shoes. “Skittery as a
waterbug,” Sennett thought, and always laughing. “She would tell stories, wisecrack, and play
practical jokes by the hour. She turned any place she was into an uproar and if she couldn’t think
up better things to do, she would pull chairs out from under fat men.” Sennett was
enchanted.The following winter, when the Biograph Company departed to make movies in Los



Angeles, Mabel was left behind. Sennett couldn’t stop thinking about her. He sat in the bathtub
at the Hotel Alexandria and wrote her a gushy poem, plagiarizing the words from a popular song.
Right from the start there was pretense and fraud in his relationship with Mabel, but the smitten
teenager pretended she didn’t know. “She wrote me very sweetly,” Sennett would remember,
“and said the poem was beautiful.” She signed her letter, “Your girl.”And for the next six years,
Mabel was.When Sennett started producing his own Keystone comedies, he brought Mabel out
to Hollywood to be his leading lady. They made some terrific pictures together: Mabel at the
Wheel. Mabel’s Married Life. Tillie’s Punctured Romance. Under Mack’s guiding hand, Mabel
became a top star. But he pushed her hard. Even through the haze of coke and booze, which
many at the studio used, Mabel came to realize that what Sennett really cared about was the
money she could make for him.Still, she was in love with the big lug. She expected she’d marry
Mack and have his children. But Sennett had a roving eye. The studio was overrun with pretty
young girls, and Mack was a randy fellow. One day Mabel found him with her best friend, the
actress Mae Busch. Fists flew. Bottles—and not the prop bottles used on the set—smashed over
heads. Not long after, Mabel turned up at the studio in bandages. Some said she had tried to kill
herself.Sennett did everything he could to make things up to her. But Mabel had seen the light.
She had been so foolish: after turning her back on an ordinary life by leaving Staten Island, she’d
succumbed to the bourgeois dream of love and marriage. How much more ordinary could she
get? Never again, Mabel vowed.Pushing Mack out of her mind, “she refused to have anything to
do” with her former fiancé, according to Sennett’s lawyer, and remained “absolutely
unmanageable and unalterable” on the point. Eventually Mabel left Mack’s studio and his bed,
replacing him with Sam Goldwyn on both counts.This time, Mabel thought she could handle
work and romance. She didn’t love Goldwyn the way she had loved Sennett, so there were no
messy heartstrings to get in the way. But she was wrong. Things only got worse with Goldwyn—
far, far worse—but now, two years past the devastation, Mabel never talked about any of
that.Except, possibly, to Billy Taylor.After Sennett and Goldwyn, William Desmond Taylor was a
godsend.Billy’s interest in Mabel was purely intellectual, and she found his friendship refreshing
and liberating. Billy tended to be diffident around women, “never in the least forward,” as one
colleague said. But women adored him because “he was ever ready to talk to them of their
interests, their achievements, their hopes and ambitions.” When she was with Billy, Mabel was in
heaven.In his small, cozy apartment in Alvarado Court, Taylor shared his books with Mabel,
teaching her about Virgil and Shakespeare and Freud and Nietzsche, catching her up on the
education she’d missed. Surrounded by leather-bound books in the soft amber glow of his living
room, draped in shades of mulberry and mauve, Taylor helped Mabel cram entire college
courses into a single night. Mabel longed for knowledge the way she’d once longed to see the
world.Maybe it wasn’t too late to change course. As the pinched face and puffy eyes in her
mirror reminded her, the world hadn’t turned out quite the way she and her father had
imagined.One friend thought Mabel had “exhausted the incandescence that had set her apart
from the ordinary.” She had wanted to be special; now all she wanted was to sit with Billy Taylor



and fill her mind with literature and ideas. With Billy, Mabel was happier than she’d ever been.If
only her nose didn’t itch so much.CHAPTER 7GIBBYMargaret “Gibby” Gibson paused under the
dusty chandeliers in the lobby of the Melrose Hotel and listened. Over by the old oak bar, word
among the fellows was that the cops were looking for Joe Pepa. Something about a stolen car.In
the past, Gibby might have run upstairs and called Joe to warn him. But not anymore.Gibby was
getting smarter. In the last few months, she’d made some decisions about fame and success,
and they were very different from the ones Mabel had made. Unlike Mabel, Gibby hadn’t
abandoned her quest for fame and success. In fact, Gibby thought no price was too high to pay
for them. She knew she’d need some help in securing the nice things she still dreamed about,
but she’d come to understand that con men like Joe could no longer help her get them.Patricia
Palmer was going high-class.Now that her résumés and head shots were distributed all over
town, Gibby climbed the uneven stairs back to her room and waited for her contacts to call. And
why wouldn’t they? Patricia Palmer had everything producers wanted. She was pretty and willing
to do whatever a director required—and she was only nineteen. Patricia was bound to be
snatched up by a big, important producer. High-class. Gibby had to think high-class.For too long,
she’d been depending on two-bit crooks like Joe Pepa. Gibby had to think higher if she was ever
going to fulfill the vow she’d made to her mother years ago. On a mountain road between
Colorado Springs and Ottawa, Kansas, Gibby had thrown aside the rusty spoons they were
using and promised someday they’d have silver. “Father left us with nothing,” the young Margaret
had said. “But I will get us everything.”From town to town they had traveled, Gibby singing and
dancing on the stages of run-down theaters, hoping some famous company would take her on.
“Her life has been one long succession of hotels and theaters,” one early press report said about
Gibby. “Her one desire to have a home of her own prompted her to enter pictures.”Her early,
fleeting success had brought her enough cash to buy a couple of small properties on North
Beachwood Drive, but these were hardly movie-star residences. So Gibby used the income from
the little houses to pay her rent at the Melrose. After a couple of years, she figured, she could
sell the Beachwood properties and move into a glamorous mansion.But things hadn’t quite
worked out that way.No wonder she had turned to Joe Pepa. Joe had shown her there were
other ways to get what she wanted. And for a while, he’d been right. But the cost had been too
high: it was because of Joe that Gibby had been arrested for prostitution at “a house of ill fame”
in Little Tokyo on that terrible afternoon of August 25, 1917. Her dreams had nearly died right
then and there.The whole sordid tale began in a downtown taproom popular among picture
players—in the days before Prohibition, of course—where Gibby first met Joe Pepa.At that
moment, Joe was enjoying a dash of notoriety. His right arm was draped in a sling, broken in
twenty-two places by police bullets, and he was suing the department for $15,863 to cover his
medical costs. When Gibby came across him, he was holding forth at his table, gesturing
dramatically with a glass of whisky in his left hand. Everyone there had read his story in the
papers: Suspecting him of smuggling opium over the Mexican border, the cops had followed him
to his little stucco house on Rodgers Street and demanded to search his car. Standing outside



the front door, Joe had told the cops to beat it. At that point, according to the official police
report, Joe reached for his gun, although Joe insisted he was only raising his hands as ordered.
In any event, one of the officers fired. An explosion of gunfire rattled the quiet street. When the
smoke cleared, Joe was lying on the ground with a shattered arm.A search of Joe’s car found no
opium. Of course not: Joe was too clever for that.So instead the cops arrested him for bigamy. It
was this little detail that had turned Joe, a low-rent drug smuggler, into a citywide celebrity. While
in Mexico, Joe had married an actress, Betty Benson, who was a bit notorious herself, having
just served as a key witness in a scandalous alienation-of-affection case between two Chicago
businessmen. The fact that Pepa was already married was irrelevant. Betty Benson was a
knockout, and he’d wanted her, so he’d married her in Tijuana. The cops ended up arresting
Betty, too, after finding an opium pipe in her room.But that was just the beginning of Joe’s fame.
When Betty died after her stint in the city jail, newspaper sob sisters turned her death into a
cause célèbre, claiming that unsanitary conditions in the lockup had killed her. What really did
poor Betty in, according to her death certificate, was “acute yellow atrophy” of her liver—alcohol
poisoning. Still, Betty’s grieving, two-timing “widower” suddenly became the guy everybody
wanted to meet.Despite a record stretching back a full decade, Joe boasted that “he would
never be convicted of any charge because of his cleverness.” In all his dozens of arrests, he’d
gone to jail only a couple of times, and then for very short stays. In most cases he’d weaseled
out of the charges by paying off corrupt cops or by dazzling judges with his wit and his intense
black eyes. Joe was an incredibly magnetic man, the son of Italian immigrants, strikingly
handsome, with wavy black hair and a solid, stocky frame. When Gibby met him that night in the
early spring of 1917, he was just twenty-four years old. She was twenty-two, and instantly
enamored.Joe drove a fancy car and wore expensive fur coats—things he didn’t buy with the
money he made at his regular job as a driver for a wholesale liquor company. He told Gibby that
she too could earn a little extra income to buy herself some pretty things. She may have been
shocked at the idea he had in mind—at least at first. But she went along with the plan.In Little
Tokyo, Joe introduced Gibby to his friends Ralph and Lola Rodriguez. The couple advertised
“furnished rooms” at 432½ Commercial Street. The neighborhood was rough. Robberies were
frequent; drug deals flourished in back alleys; a man had just been killed at a dance hall run by
Rodriguez’s brother. Such danger only electrified Joe Pepa. He and his brother-in-law, the
shrewd defense attorney Sammy Hahn, were frequent visitors to the Rodriguezes’ house. They
knew the police were keeping tabs on the place, but they didn’t care. Hahn told Lola Rodriguez
he’d gladly defend her in court if she were ever accused of killing a cop.Across the street, their
elbows sticking to the greasy tabletops of a restaurant, Officers Lester E. Trebilcock and James
C. Douglas watched the front door of the house. They’d been keeping their eyes on the place for
days, taking note of those who came and went. On this day they counted no less than seventy-
one men, all of them Japanese. And every day the same young woman with golden brown
hair.Inside Gibby slipped into a silk kimono, apron-style, with ties in the back. “The top was quite
low,” an observer recalled, “and the bottom dropped scarcely below her knees.” Gibby kept her



shoes and socks on, however, and took her seat with the other girls. “Japanese men entered the
hall,” one of Gibby’s fellow geishas, Ruth Slauson, testified in court. “They would either tap us on
the shoulder or motion to us, and we would accompany them to a room.”All at once there was
commotion at the front of the house. Two policemen were pushing their way inside, flashing
badges, barking that they were all under arrest. Four johns were marched out to the paddy
wagon, pulling up their pants. For the cops, the real treat was nabbing Joe Pepa: they charged
him with lewdness, and the Rodriguezes with running a disorderly house.Through it all, Gibby
was cool as an April breeze. Sauntering up to one of the officers, she asked sweetly if she might
put on her street clothes. He allowed her to do so. Once properly dressed, Gibby laughingly told
another officer that she was an actress, visiting the house to soak up some “local color” for a
vaudeville sketch, and she ought to be “turned loose.” She’d never been at the Rodriguezes’
before that day, she insisted. When that line didn’t work, she tried flirting with Officer Trebilcock,
but that didn’t work, either. “Don’t try to love me up,” the cop snapped.One of his colleagues
wasn’t so righteous, however. As Gibby stood waiting to be ushered out to the paddy wagon,
another officer pushed her against the wall and kissed her hard. Looming over her, he said she
was an “unusually pretty girl to be found in such a place.” Gibby was frightened. She wasn’t
laughing anymore.Her mother posted the $250 bail to save her from spending the night in jail.
The other girls, not so fortunate, pleaded guilty and got ninety days. Gibby knew the only way to
salvage her dreams was to fight the charges and demand a jury trial.She’d need a lawyer, and a
good one. Not Sammy Hahn; Gibby knew she couldn’t be linked to Joe anymore. So she turned,
no doubt with tears and contrition, to the movie industry. Only someone with clout could have
hooked up a two-reel comedy player like Gibby with Frank Dominguez, “one of the most
entertaining political orators in the state,” whose law partner Earl Rogers had defended Clarence
Darrow. It might have been Al Christie who made the connection, or possibly Rogers’s daughter,
Los Angeles Herald reporter Adela Rogers St. Johns, who knew lots of movie people. Or maybe
it was Gibby’s old pal Billy Taylor.Whoever got him, Dominguez was the perfect choice to defend
Gibby. He strode into the courtroom bellowing out his client’s innocence, his white hair and
eyebrows in striking contrast with his olive skin. His adversary was deputy city prosecutor
Margaret Gardner. With seven women on the jury, it was thought wise to have a woman
prosecuting the case; female defendants were much more likely to be acquitted than their male
counterparts. But Gardner came off like a starchy scold, frequently being told to sit down by
police judge Ray L. Chesebro. Meanwhile Dominguez strutted around the courtroom, gesturing
over at his client and calling her “this little girl.” When Ruth Slauson took the stand, giving her
halting account of a kimono-clad Gibby escorting men to the back rooms, Dominguez “severely
arraigned her in an effort to impeach her testimony.” By the time he was through, Slauson was
weeping “so copiously that she was excused.”Then it was Gibby’s turn to testify.How small she
seemed on the stand, how delicate. Reporters were surprised when Gibby gave her age; they
thought she looked like a schoolgirl. The actress was dressed in a dark green suit, her golden-
brown hair “forming a halo beneath a black hat.” Gibby repeated her claim that she’d been in



Little Tokyo merely to gain atmosphere. “When she saw the character of the place,” one reporter
wrote, “she declared it interested her, and she went three more times to study it, hoping it would
help her in her film work.” With “flashing eyes,” Gibby denied that she had ever worn a kimono.
Looking over at the women on the jury, she described how one lecherous cop had stolen a kiss
from her. The ladies were horrified.When Dominguez asked Gibby about her childhood, her eyes
welled with tears. “Since I was twelve years old, I have been engaged in the show business,” she
said. “My father left my mother at that time and I have been her only support ever since.” The jury
saw her look over at her mother, seated in the courtroom, tears slipping down her cheeks.The
trial lasted four days. At five o’clock on September 19, the defense rested its case. The jury took
only fifteen minutes to deliberate. The foreman read a verdict of not guilty.Gibby had gambled.
And she had won.Joe Pepa wasn’t so lucky. At his trial, prosecutors brought up every blot on his
record, enraging Joe so much that several times he “started to leave the witness stand as
though he were going to whip the attorney.” Finally Joe was found guilty of “being a lewd and
dissolute person and of resorting in a house of ill fame” and was sentenced to six months in city
jail. They’d finally gotten him. The cops and the court took no small satisfaction in that.Gibby had
learned a valuable lesson. She couldn’t be waiting for Joe when he got out. “Underworld
gunmen” were threatening those witnesses who’d testified against him. Gibby could have
nothing more to do with that sort of world. Patricia Palmer needed to be sweet and innocent.
Patricia Palmer had never known Joe Pepa, and had never set foot anywhere near Little Tokyo in
her entire life.Despite her determination to start over, however, Gibby made little headway with
her “high-class” contacts. Every day she checked, but no one from the big studios ever left
messages for her at the Melrose Hotel.She was running out of ideas. She knew there were
whispers that Margaret Gibson and Patricia Palmer were one and the same, and the whispers
may have been loud enough to keep her contacts from helping her. Billy Taylor, for instance. If he
had helped her in the past, he seemed to have washed his hands of her now. When they’d
worked at Vitagraph, both of them just starting out, Gibby had shared her dreams for the future
with Billy. But now that he’d made it big, he offered no help whatsoever. And it wasn’t as if Gibby
hadn’t asked.From the Christie plant, she could look over at the sprawling backlot of Famous
Players. No doubt Gibby had watched, many times, as the company’s biggest stars—Gloria
Swanson, Billie Burke, Alice Brady, Mary Miles Minter—were driven up to the front gates by
uniformed chauffeurs in their shiny town cars. Now that was class.If Billy had wanted to help
Gibby, he had the power to do so.He might have been high and mighty now, but Billy hadn’t
always been so irreproachable. What most everyone in the industry seemed to have forgotten
was that, long before he was so well known, Taylor had been rather ingloriously fired by
Vitagraph. No reason for his dismissal had ever been made public, but Gibby was there when it
happened and likely knew why. Indeed, she likely knew a number of the secrets Taylor kept so
deeply hidden from Hollywood.And if Joe Pepa had taught Gibby anything, it was that you used
any means at your disposal to get the nice things you wanted.CHAPTER 8MARYShe knew her
mother was likely to blow her top like a geyser in Yosemite National Park, but Mary had stopped



giving a damn one way or another.Mary Miles Minter steered her eight-cylinder Cadillac roadster
down Wilshire Boulevard. The car had been built just for her, with a driver’s seat specially
designed to fit her diminutive frame: Mary stood just five-two and weighed barely a hundred
pounds. She’d ordered the car in her favorite color, robin’s-egg blue, and loved seeing how fast
she could get it to go. Forty, fifty, sometimes sixty miles an hour. Next, she told the studio, she
wanted to take flying lessons. The life insurance companies warned her that if she ever took to
the air, they’d declare her policies just “scraps of paper.”Mary laughed. She’d only been joking.
Well, half joking, anyway.She was out past her curfew. Whether she cared about her mother’s
rules or not, it was always better to avoid a scene than to cause one. “Mrs. Shelby,” Mary called
her; sometimes, out of earshot, she dropped the “Mrs.” It was a made-up name, anyway, an
attempt to claim descent from Isaac Shelby, the first governor of Kentucky. Their real name was
Reilly. There were lots of ruses like that in their lives, and Mary was expected to keep them all
straight.How tired Mary had become of her mother’s rules. Lately she’d been testing Mrs.
Shelby’s patience more and more. Mary was getting braver, or maybe just more foolhardy. But
after all, she was now eighteen years of age. That gave her certain rights.At least, Mary liked to
think so. Shelby thought otherwise.They’d just returned from a vacation in Yosemite. They’d
stayed at Lake Tahoe—she and Mrs. Shelby and Mary’s older sister Margaret, as well as Mary’s
grandmother, the only one in the family Mary felt any affection for. It was her grandmother whom
she called “Mama,” even as Mrs. Shelby treated her own sixty-seven-year-old mother “as a
glorified servant girl at her beck and call.” But that was how they’d all lived these past fifteen
years: in service to Mrs. Shelby.Driving through the elegant columned gateway of Fremont Place,
Mary couldn’t deny that her mother, for all her tyranny, had accomplished a great deal for her
family, shepherding them from a rather dreary “there” to a very fashionable “here.” When they
moved to Los Angeles, Mrs. Shelby had insisted that they “find a suitable millionaire’s home to
rent.” Their home was an ornate two-story neoclassical mansion on spacious grounds, with a
garage, a tennis court, swimming pools, and stables. The house had been Mary Pickford’s for a
couple of years—undoubtedly the reason Mrs. Shelby had thought it perfect for her Mary, whom
everyone was calling Pickford’s heir.That was Mrs. Shelby’s goal: to see her daughter become
one of the biggest stars in moving pictures. Mary heard that refrain every day, and she was
getting tired of it. Mabel had achieved that status, and now wanted something else; Gibby
yearned for it, and would have killed for a stage mother as determined as Shelby; but Mary
simply didn’t care. True, she enjoyed the life her stardom gave her. Her fancy little roadster and
the fabulous parties would be hard to give up. But if it meant escaping from Mrs. Shelby, Mary
would have chucked it all in an instant.How she ached to be free to live her own life. She
despised being told “when to go to bed, when to get up, whom to meet and whom not to meet.”
There had to be a way out of her mother’s clutches.Mary turned the knob of the front door and
stepped inside.Charlotte Shelby was only a couple of inches taller than her daughter, but
somehow even the biggest, most brutish studio guards always stepped aside to let her through.
Her kewpie-doll face was invariably pinched, her clenched smile signaling either pleasure or



anger. Shelby was feared and loathed by nearly everyone who knew her, including her own
family.But even her detractors couldn’t contest her brilliance or her ability. To succeed in a world
run by men without resorting to sex or trickery was virtually impossible for a woman in
Tinseltown. But Mrs. Shelby had managed to do just that. Fifteen years ago she’d left the stink of
her husband’s linotype shop and found a new world for her daughters and herself, propelled only
by her dreams and her belief in herself.Charlotte Shelby had been born Lilla Pearl Miles, the
bloom of a faded aristocracy, her speech still edged with the flowery Louisiana lilt of her youth.
Mary later described the “gentility” of her mother’s family, part of an old South “where Negroes
knelt to pull on the gloves of the plantation owners.” Lilla Pearl grew up determined to reclaim her
birthright. When she married her struggling husband, some predicted she wouldn’t last long as a
newspaper printer’s wife. They were right. As soon as her two daughters were school age, Lilla
Pearl packed them up and took them to New York, without telling her husband when they’d be
back.“When I was a baby, just four years old,” Mary lamented, “[Shelby] took me away from my
home and my daddy.” To Mary’s mother’s way of thinking, there was no life for them in the
bayous. Their names were changed so her husband couldn’t find them.In Manhattan, the newly
christened Mrs. Shelby advertised herself as an acting coach, despite never having acted a day
in her life—unless playing the part of a working-class Shreveport wife and mother counted. She
taught her pupils the Delsarte method of applied aesthetics, while her widowed mother, Julia
Miles, served as babysitter and cook.Within a short time Shelby had pushed both her daughters
out onto the stage. But it was little Juliet—Mary’s birth name—who became the star. Before she
was ten, Juliet was signed by theater impresario Charles Frohman and packed his houses with
her sexy nymphet act. When child labor laws caught up with them, Mrs. Shelby sent back to
Louisiana for the birth certificate of a deceased cousin, Mary Minter, and slammed it down on
producers’ desks, claiming it revealed Juliet’s real age and name. From that point on, the little girl
became Mary Miles Minter.She also became sixteen when she was only ten. Slathered with
lipstick and mascara, she was dressed in high heels and long skirts. “These things have an
effect upon a child that all the training and coaching in the world cannot eliminate,” Mary would
say. Shelby wanted her daughter all grown up fast. One day she snatched Mary’s favorite doll
from her hands and burned it in the oven in front of her. The bereft child cried for weeks. “They
never would let me be a girl,” Mary said, “to have a girl’s pleasures, to do the things that other
girls would do.”Only one thing mattered in life, Mrs. Shelby taught her daughter. “From morning
till night,” Mary said, “I had money, money, money talked and preached to me.”Money, of course,
was something Mrs. Shelby was very good at getting. Although Mary made movies for producers
in New York and Santa Barbara, California, Mrs. Shelby always had her eye on a bigger prize.
She was determined to get her daughter the most lucrative contract in the film business, even if
that meant going toe-to-toe with the biggest man in the industry, Adolph Zukor.When she finally
got an offer from Zukor, Shelby had the nerve to play it against one from Lewis J. Selznick of
Select Pictures, watching smugly as the two moguls fought for Mary’s services. Zukor won—
Zukor never lost—to the tune of $1.3 million, making Mary “the little girl with the biggest motion-



picture contract in the world.” Zukor used the teenager as the linchpin in his newly formed
Realart Picture Corporation, which had its own studio out on Occidental Boulevard near
Wilshire.Mary was an instant hit with audiences, her innocent smile and curvy little body
especially popular with men. She had, in her own words, “matured very quickly in this glorious
sunshine and gorgeous setting of California.” The men who flocked around her made her feel
very grown up, but they made Mrs. Shelby very uneasy. Mary believed her mother was simply
afraid some man would steal away her golden goose. But Shelby had other reasons to worry,
even if Mary didn’t like to remember them.She’d been barely fifteen, a budding rose of
adolescent charm and sexuality. James Kirkwood had been her charismatic forty-two-year-old
director.Predictably, Mary had fallen in love.Standing with Kirkwood in a field of wildflowers
overlooking the Santa Barbara coast, Mary took her director’s hands in her own. He’d wanted
her for so long, Kirkwood told her. But since Mary was still a virgin, he would never think of
debasing her honor. So here, under the brilliant blue sky, Kirkwood proclaimed he would marry
her, before God.With strong hands, the director lifted Mary and placed her on a rock. She stood
above him like a goddess, her ringlets blowing in the wind. Kirkwood dropped to one knee. With
the sun and the sky their only witnesses, they pledged themselves to each other. Mary was
enraptured.Then Kirkwood took her down from the rock, yanked off her dress, and had sex with
her in the grass.Soon afterward, Mary was pregnant. She was deliriously happy, certain that
Kirkwood would take her away from her unhappy home; together they’d raise their baby and
have many more. But soon Kirkwood was gone, off to New York. Mary wrote him passionate
letters, begging him to come back. One of the letters was intercepted by Mrs. Shelby.Shaking
with rage, Shelby dragged the terrified girl to a doctor who provided clandestine services for
women who could afford it. Mary was strapped to a table, her legs pulled apart and secured.
Given only the mildest anesthesia, she shuddered as a long, cold, sharp tool was inserted inside
of her. The doctor dilated Mary’s cervix and carefully, painfully, scraped out her uterus with a
curette.After the procedure, it was common to try to reassemble the pieces of the fetus to make
sure nothing was left inside the woman’s womb.Mary had many reasons to hate her mother. But
surely this topped the list.The Kirkwood affair had been devastating, but it hadn’t ended Mary’s
interest in men, nor theirs in her. Before long, she had fallen in love again. But her latest love was
very different from James Kirkwood. True, William Desmond Taylor was another older man,
another authority figure. But the new director assigned to Mary was polite, deferential, distant,
and reserved, with none of Kirkwood’s prurience, which only made Taylor more appealing.On
their first day working together, on an adaptation of the novel Anne of Green Gables, Taylor
addressed his leading lady as “Miss Minter.” That won her over. Usually her directors called her
“Mary,” as they might talk to a child. But Taylor was different: he saw her, Mary believed, as a
woman. “Heart hungry as I was,” she would remember, “I loved him the first time I saw him.” She
looked into his face and thought, “This is God.”Taylor was tall, distinguished, and austerely
handsome. He was also even older than James Kirkwood, forty-seven to Mary’s seventeen.
Mary watched his every move with puppy-dog eyes.Mr. Taylor decided to shoot Anne of Green



Gables outside Boston, where it would be easier to evoke the story’s Prince Edward Island
location than in Southern California. Cast and crew packed their bags. Mrs. Shelby and Mary’s
grandmother went along as chaperones.In the little town of Dedham, Massachusetts, Mary lay
awake in their guesthouse, listening for Mr. Taylor’s footsteps. “I recognized them as they went
up the stairway and into his room,” she said. More and more, Mr. Taylor filled her every waking
thought.On a trip into Boston, the director took a seat in the chauffeur-driven automobile
between Mary and her grandmother. “The road was rough and bumpy,” Mary recalled, “and his
arms were spread across the rear of the backseat. One bump threw grandmother against him
and he said, ‘I guess I will have to hold you.’ But his arm did not embrace me.” Desperate, Mary
thought, “Dare I? Dare I?” She did indeed. She “reached up and tugged at his coat sleeve” until
Taylor dropped his arm about her waist. “The thrill of that innocent act thrilled me for days and
days,” Mary said.Despite what had happened with Kirkwood, she remained an innocent. One
day she and Mr. Taylor were walking when it started to rain. Wrapping his coat around her, Taylor
hurried Mary back to the guesthouse, only to run into Mrs. Shelby, who was “fairly raging.” As
Mary would remember, “She accused Mr. Taylor before the entire company of taking me out,
humiliating him most shamefully.” Later, when Mary apologized to him for her mother’s outburst,
Taylor replied, “Your mother is right, Mary. You must always obey her.”Mary didn’t. Back in
Hollywood, she went riding with her beloved and wrote poetry to him. He was always “Mr. Taylor”
to her. Unlike Mabel or Gibby, she never called him Billy. “The man was too wonderful for that,”
she said.Finally Mary confessed her feelings to him. Mr. Taylor was gallant and tender, and
probably flattered. But he thought of her only as “a nice little girl,” his chauffeur Harry Fellows
understood. Taylor told her, as gently as he could, that she was May and he was December, and
it was best they not see each other socially anymore. “I can’t give you what a boy your age could
give you,” he told her kindly.And he thought that would be that.But Taylor’s very remoteness only
made him more attractive to his admirer. To her mind, Mr. Taylor wasn’t rebuffing her. “He
reciprocated my love,” Mary fervently believed. He was only trying to protect her honor. “He never
by look, by word, or by deed gave me any reason to doubt any of my ideals that were placed in
him absolutely,” she said. He just wanted to wait until she was old enough to be free of her
mother before they could be together. The only obstacle to their happiness, Mary believed, was
Mrs. Shelby.When Mr. Taylor was promoted to the main Famous Players studio on Sunset
Boulevard, his absence only made Mary’s heart grow fonder. On one occasion, when her true
love visited the set where she was working, Mary maneuvered a seat very close to him. At that
moment her mother walked in. Charging up to Taylor, Mrs. Shelby thundered, “If I ever catch you
hanging around Mary again, I will blow your goddamned brains out!”Shelby’s secretary,
Charlotte Whitney, witnessed the episode. “She was livid with rage,” Whitney said, “and shook
her fist in his face and swore dozens of times.”This was the woman Mary now faced from across
the room.“Have you been out with Taylor?” Mrs. Shelby demanded.Mary resented the question.
How dare her mother even ask such a thing? After all, it was Shelby herself who’d driven Mr.
Taylor away from her.The two women stood glaring at each other. There was a time when Mary



had wanted her mother’s love. When she was younger, she had tried cuddling up to her, “to kiss
and fondle her,” but she’d been pushed away and told not to be silly. Now there was no love
left.Shelby accused Mary of being intimate with Taylor.“Do you really mean that?” Mary asked,
full of indignation.“I certainly do,” Shelby told her.Mary screamed in rage. To cool her down,
Shelby tossed a glass of water in her face.The young woman’s eyes popped. Her wet hair
dripping down in front of her eyes, Mary cried, “I’m going to end it all!” and ran up the stairs.Mrs.
Shelby, her mother, and her secretary followed, only to hear Mary lock herself in Mrs. Shelby’s
room. They pounded on the door but got no reply.Suddenly there was a shot from inside the
room. Then another one.Shelby screamed down the stairs to Frank Brown, her security guard,
and Chauncey Eaton, her chauffeur. The two men came running. Shelby told them to break into
the room.Eaton and Brown rammed their shoulders against the door. It fell inward.“And there,”
Shelby would tell investigators later, “lay Mary on my bedroom floor.” Her mother’s gun was
beside her.With extreme tenderness, Eaton picked the young woman up in his arms.“Why, Mrs.
Shelby,” the chauffeur said, “there’s no blood on her.”It was Mary’s grandmother who had the
presence of mind to inspect the limp figure in Eaton’s arms. “Why, no,” Mrs. Miles concluded,
“she is not shot.” The old woman took a step back. “Stand her up, Chauncey.”Eaton put Mary
down on her feet. The pretty little movie actress opened her eyes and looked around defiantly at
everyone staring at her.“I thought I would give you all a jolt,” she said.As Mary stalked off to her
room to sulk, Mrs. Shelby told Eaton to search the room for the spent bullets. He found one
lodged in the closet, the other in the ceiling.Later, when she told the story to police, Shelby
would insist she was “afraid of pistols.” But when her statement was repeated to Charlotte
Whitney, the secretary laughed. “Mrs. Shelby,” she insisted, “is not afraid of anything.”CHAPTER
9RIVALS AND THREATSA steady rain beat down across Manhattan on the night of November
2, but that didn’t deter thousands from gathering outside City Hall to watch the presidential
election returns. In the age of motion pictures, waiting for the next day’s papers to learn who’d
won was very nineteenth century. Tonight the results were being projected onto giant screens
set up outside the offices of the New York Tribune. In between returns, newsreels of the
candidates were shown. When images of the Republican candidate, Warren G. Harding, flashed
on the screen, the crowd of ten thousand, cold and drenched, “with only their high spirits to
protect them,” erupted with cheers. Pictures of the Democratic candidate, James Cox, elicited
mostly boos.Uptown at the Ritz, cigar and brandy in hand, Adolph Zukor was cheering Harding
too. During the campaign Zukor had met several times with Harding’s manager, a tenacious little
bird of a man named Will H. Hays. Hays assured the mogul that Harding would do nothing to
hinder any attempts to consolidate business holdings. Under a pro-business Harding
administration, Zukor would have nothing to fear.In return for such promises, Zukor—indeed, all
of Hollywood—had gone all out to put Harding in the White House. Newsreels suddenly became
ubiquitous—except that audiences saw virtually none of Cox. Instead they soaked up images of
Harding on his front porch in Marion, Ohio, receiving distinguished visitors, many of them from
the film colony. Pickford and Fairbanks were the ones moviegoers were most excited to see. Poll



watchers believed the newsreels had had an effect. Who could vote against a guy endorsed by
Mary and Doug?But Zukor was keeping his eye on another race that wasn’t quite as comforting.
That was the contest in New York’s twelfth senatorial district, where the Democrat, the
flamboyant young James J. Walker, was cruising to an easy reelection. A former Tin Pan Alley
songwriter, Walker spent more time in the city’s speakeasies than he did the state house in
Albany. But working stiffs loved the guy. The ambitious Walker made sport of hounding fat-cat
capitalists, and he was counting on riding a populist wave to ever-higher office.What made
Zukor despise Walker most, though, was his role providing legal counsel for the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America. Walker, Sydney Cohen, and Marcus Loew were bosom buddies.
Zukor would see them at Shanley’s or Delmonico’s, laughing and carrying on, everyone stopping
by their table to say hello.There had been a time, many years ago, when Zukor had laughed like
that in public. Those were the days when he and Loew, flush with the stunning profits from
Automatic Vaudeville, had knocked back their share of whiskies and pulled more than a few
chorus girls onto their laps. Zukor had been young then, high-spirited. He hadn’t yet become
cautious, or cagey, or circumspect. He hadn’t yet become paranoid.These days, when he
spotted Loew across the room, raising a glass of ale spiked with rum at a table with Walker or
Cohen, he marveled at how easy it was for his old friend to laugh. People from all walks of life
were drawn to Marcus. What was it? What made everyone like Marcus Loew? What must it feel
like to be everybody’s friend?Zukor had no idea.“There is no question,” the vile Jimmy Walker
had told a rally of exhibitors during the campaign, “that what Famous Players is doing with its
acquisition of movie theaters should be investigated by the trade commission under federal anti-
trust laws.”Lately it seemed everyone was challenging Zukor’s power. Filmmaker Thomas Ince,
who’d previously released his films through Paramount, had suddenly broken ranks, launching
his own distribution company, Associated Producers, with partners including Mack Sennett.
There was also a challenge from W. W. Hodkinson and Hiram Abrams, two former associates
with personal vendettas against Zukor. Hodkinson, the founder of Paramount, had been ousted
after Zukor cajoled stockholders into replacing him with Abrams—an underhanded move,
perhaps, but a necessary step in his quest to merge production and distribution. A few years
later Abrams himself had been unceremoniously dumped, the fall guy for the Mishawum Manor
affair. Now both Hodkinson and Abrams were back to bedevil Zukor, Hodkinson distributing the
sort of independent productions Zukor felt were drains on the industry and Abrams working for
United Artists in their quest to merge with some or all of the Associated Producers.Zukor
intended to squash them all underfoot like insects.He’d rather be feared and loathed, and come
out on top, than be loved and admired and come in second—which was the fate Zukor believed
awaited Loew.From his comfortable chair at the Ritz, Zukor lifted his eyes to check the latest
returns. No way could Cox catch up with Harding now. Zukor was pleased.Soon after arriving in
America, the ambitious immigrant had become a Republican, “because all the people I knew
were Republicans.” He hadn’t gotten where he was by playing the outsider. Shrugging off the old
country like a peasant’s shawl, Zukor had enthusiastically embraced everything about America.



He took up baseball. He boxed with Italians and Irish, forever proud of his cauliflower ear. He ate
lobster with gusto and decorated an enormous fir tree every Christmas. Zukor’s Americanism
came first, his Jewishness second. Back in Hungary, his uncle, a devout Talmudist, had urged
him to become a rabbi, but there was “never a danger” of that, Zukor would say. The only part of
his religious education that had ever interested the future moviemaker was the Bible itself,
because it was a primer in how to tell good stories.Now Zukor lived in an elegant town house on
Manhattan’s Upper West Side, stuffed full of antique Oriental rugs and Chippendale sofas and
original artworks by some of the great masters. He owned another house in rural Hudson River
Valley and drove an expensive Pierce-Arrow automobile—“a self-indulgence,” he’d say, “since I
enjoy good things.” Zukor believed a man should surround himself with good things, for in doing
so “he sets a standard in his own eyes as well as those of others.”As a young man, sweeping the
floors of a dry-goods store in Hungary, the young Adolph had seen “nothing but darkness” in his
future if he didn’t somehow get to America. His parents had died when he was very young; Zukor
had never known the nurturance of a mother or a father. Wearing the rags issued by the
government to orphans, he’d felt as if he’d been “dipped in a sewer.” As one biographer wrote,
Zukor’s life was “the story of a man who had been emptied out in childhood, who had lost or
been deprived of love and who then set about to fill himself back up again, even if that meant
appropriating everything around him.”
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Richard Checkman, “One Of the BEST books written about the murder of William Desmond.
This was simply a fantastic and engaging book. The main focus was the murder of William
Desmond Taylor but this book encompasses so much more. If you love the silent movie era, real
old Hollywood, etc then this book should be on your reading list. William J Mann has written one
of the most engaging books ever written about Hollywood, etc. That isn't hyperbole. It's fact.
This is such a well researched book the info makes my head spin in absolute glee. I always love
a non fiction book that spurs me on to research what I learned in it even more. Mann covers
everything from the earlier years of the burgeoning Hollywood silent movie scene, the lives of
Normand, Taylor, Minter, et al as well as William Hays and the attempt by the movie industry to
self censor itself due to the puritanical piety of certain church groups and supposed moralists to
the evils of Hollywood & the movie industry (they hated anything that was fun). This book also
goes into detail about Adolph Zukor and his power within the industry along with his relationship/
rivalry with Marcus Loew. I just cannot express how much useful information is in the book. And
being a person (and resident of Hollywood) who's always had a huge interest in the early years
of not only the movie industry but of the Los Angeles/ Hollywood area at that time... This book is
a treasure trove of info. Please do yourself a favor and read this book. I hope that William J Mann
won awards for this fantastic read.”

Joseph A. Franceski, “An Interesting Tale About "Great Movie Stars" and Other Figures Who Are
Totally Unknown Today. At it's center this is a mystery. Who killed William Desmond Taylor? The
second mystery could be: who cares? Actually it is fairly interesting as I love history and the
history of film, but even for me the days of W. B. Taylor, Mable Normand, Mary Miles Minter and
Gibby Gibson is very far gone. The period 1920-35 (or thereabouts) in early Hollywood seems
like the Roman Empire with less persecution. The idea that drugs and sex were all around in
those days is an interesting thing for those of us who would consider such things as "modern"
namely the stuff of Hollywood from the 1990s-to today. And the early business machinations,
egos and scandals of the men who made what we know as MGM and Paramount are of mild-to-
moderate interest. But if such things, and the early days of Will Hayes are things of great
interest to you, you will like this book. I thought it was diverting, and fairly well written. It held my
interest for the most part, but some of the detail could be brutally characterized with that overly
used but probably apt word: excruciating. It is history writ large on a fairly small subject. Yet
William Mann must be commended for his depth of scholarship. He is a historian of note, and
he did his characters proud.”

Cynthia, “Intriguing, entertaining, and very readable. This is a highly-readable, very interesting
book. The writing is so graceful and the characters so interesting that it reads like fiction. Yet the
book seems thoroughly researched. The author makes a point of noting that he didn't assign



words or thoughts to any of the characters that had not been indicated in their writings or in
articles of the time. The book changed my opinion about some of the people I had heard of
before; Mabel Normand seems an independent, thinking young woman, and Will Hays was not
actually a moralistic censor.Though I had known that attitudes about some drugs were very
different then, I was startled to learn how readily-available and prevalent drugs were in early
Hollywood. This book also suggests something I had read elsewhere-- that organized crime
really got its first important foothold in this country during Prohibition. It's depressing to learn
that actors have been dying because of drugs since long before the 1970's. Only the names of
the people and the chemicals change.This isn't to say that the book itself is depressing. Some
of it is sad, but there is also humor. The story is fascinating, and I would recommend the book to
anyone who is interested in the history of film or celebrities.”

Norm, “All that glitters is not gold. I bought the audiobook and am enjoying it immensely. The
narration is well paced and an excellent reading. I've researched the William Desmond Taylor
homicide in the past, so most details are familiar to me. What the author does so compellingly is
to flesh out news headlines into behind the scenes motivations. The era and characters are
richly textured and humanized.I was surprised to like Will B. Hayes, who had seemed too stern
for Hollywood but in reality was a man with empathy for actors and tried to lessen their plight.
Mary Miles Minter and Mabel Normand are more interesting than fiction. The studio chiefs come
across as paranoid control freaks they are. Everyone has everything to lose.If you're a fan of the
silent film era, murder mystery and the human condition, I recommend Tinseltown highly.”

S Riaz, “Tinseltown. This is the story of a murder, which happened over 90 years ago in Los
Angeles. In 1922, Los Angeles had become the centre of the fledgling film industry and William
Desmond Taylor was one of the leading film directors. One morning, his valet, Henry Peavey
arrived for work as normal to find his employer murdered and, once again, scandal hit
Hollywood. For this is not just the story of William Desmond Taylor (or William Deane-Tanner, as
he was originally known before re-creating himself – as so many did, and still do - in Hollywood)
but of the film industry itself. As such, it involves not only those involved with the murder case,
but of the characters that were finding their feet, and instilling control, on this new and lucrative
business. From Adolph Zukor (known to employees as, “creepy”) the President of Famous
Players, to Will Hays, who was brought in by the industry itself to help protect them from
accusations of immorality, drug use, drinking (during a time of prohibition) and endless partying;
this is a story of power, control, accusations, attempts at censorship and unfolding scandals…
Hollywood itself was under attack at the time of Taylor’s murder. From actors and actresses
using drugs, to the all pervading press interest in the Fatty Arbuckle murder trial, the film industry
stood accused of affecting the morals of the young and providing bad role models. It was
gradually becoming understood that the young looked up to these new heroes and heroines of
the screen and that, whether children were ‘swash-buckling’ like Douglas Fairbanks Jr. or dying



their hair to look like the newest screen goddess, these people were becoming important and
could not be ignored; causing a moral panic to erupt. When Taylor was murdered, those in the
business were more concerned with covering up the scandal than in discovering the culprit – like
most people in Hollywood, Taylor had his own secrets. A homosexual man who had abandoned
his wife and daughter for a new life (although he certainly financially supported them), Taylor
seemed to be loved by all who knew him – so, why was he killed?This book takes us through all
the possible scenario’s (before offering a solution at the very end) and these range from
disgruntled, criminal former employees, drug dealers that Taylor had warned off, jealousy and
possible blackmail. Much of the book revolves around three women in Taylor’s life. Actress
Mabel Normand, a dear friend of Taylor’s and a woman re-making her life after drug
dependency, Margaret ‘Gibby’ Gibson, an ambitious but fading actress, trying to reinvent herself
as ‘Patricia Palmer’ and young starlet, Mary Miles Minter, just eighteen, and her over-bearing
‘stage’ mother, Mrs Shelby. This book takes us through Taylor’s life and relationships, including
Mary Miles Minter’s obvious crush on the older man and also the investigation into his
murder.Although I have read many true crime books, this is much more a story of a time and
place than of the actual murder investigation itself – although that is obviously covered. At times
the book reads more like a novel and the flowery language, while suiting the era the author
writes about, can sometimes be a little too much. However, the author is certainly realistic in re-
telling how the crime scene was compromised and how the investigation was stalled and
evidence covered up. Zukor was so concerned about Taylor – who he considered his
spokesman for the industry – being damaged by scandal that he flew to L.A. himself and was
utterly calculating and callous when protecting his own interests – sacrificing people with no
thought to anyone but himself. In fact, like Hollywood itself, this is often a rather sordid tale.
Scratching beneath the surface uncovers jealousy, thwarted ambition, financial desperation and
the growing influence of drugs. If you have any interest in either true crime, or the early days of
Hollywood, this is an interesting account of both a tragic event and how it was dealt with by an
industry just beginning to feel their influence, and flex their muscles,  in a fast changing time.”

Peter Laing, “Beautifully written account of an enduring Hollywood mystery. Mann paints an
evocative picture of the early days of Hollywood and the struggles of the men who ran it from
keeping censorship at bay. Thoroughly researched, Mann offers intriguing insights into the
players at the top of the tree - such as Zukor and Loewe, and the man they got in to keep federal
and state censorship at bay - Hayes. He also paints a fascinating account of three actresses -
one a major star, now waning, another a stage daughter with a monster of a stage mother and a
third, much lower down the pecking order who unaccountably kept getting breaks in big
productions. In the middle of Hollywood's attempts to talk their way out of regulation, one of their
public faces of propriety was murdered - and another scandal threatened to engulf Hollywood.
Mann aims to answer 'whodunnit' and advances a persuasive theory. Is he right? Who knows?
But you'll keep turning the pages to draw your own conclusion.”



Julian Wolfendale, “Riveting read!. Lovingly researched and wonderfully written, this book brings
to life the early, dark days of Hollywood. Like a film noir script, they wrte days just as decadent as
any decade, including today. The characters jump off the pages, in their determination,
desperation and glamour. As ever, some win and some lose,Great read.”

sebquest, “Excellent Audio Book. Brilliant audio book with an incredible amount of detail of
Hollywood in the 1920s. 90% of the book deals with the surrounding characters & related events
while only 10% with the actual central crime, however, the listener is never bored - if you are
interested in the period & subject matter this is a worthwhile purchase and a many-time
repeatable listen. As always, the narrator is key to the presentation and his performance is
excellent.”

The book by William J. Mann has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 823 people have provided feedback.
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